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Ittujsical 
It is said that, owing to impaired health, Joseffy will 
not play this season. 
The Kneise Quartette propose to give a series of ten 
concerts this season. 
Conductor Frank van der Stucken is very busy inau¬ 
gurating his Academy of Opera. 
The Scharwenka Conservatory of New York °Pens ,n 
new quarters and is in a prosperous condition. 
Plunkett Greene, the Irish baritone, has been 
engaged to sing at the Damroseh concerts this season 
The Manuscript and the American Composers’ Choral 
Societies have consolidated, and will hereafter work in 
unison. 
Dr. H. A. Clarke will deliver a course of six lectures 
on the history and construction of music, in the Univer¬ 
sity Extension Course. 
The thirty-fifth annual festival of Worcester, Mass., 
was held September 26th, 27th, 28th, 29th, and 30th. 
Carl Zerrahn was conductor. 
Madame Fursch-Madi, the dramatic soprano, and 
Miss Jeanne Franko, the violiniste, have resumed their 
professional duties in New York. 
Mr. William H. Sherwood has recently returned 
from a very successful trip through the extreme West, 
where his reception was most enthusiastic. 
The New York Philharmonic Society, Anton Seidl, 
conductor, will give six concerts, with public rehearsals 
preceding, at Music Hall, during the season. 
There will be no opera in New York this season, as 
the Metropolitan Opera House will not be rebuilt and 
the Carnegie Music Hall cannot, be gotten ready in time. 
Mr. James M. Tract, formerly of Boston, Mass., has 
accepted the position of director of the musical depart¬ 
ment of Highland Park Normal College, Des Moines, 
Iowa. 
Mr I V. Flagler, the concert organiBt, will con¬ 
tinue, in New York City, this season, his lectures on 
Wagner, Beethoven, and the organ, with musical illus¬ 
trations. 
The Oratorio and Symphony Societies of New York, 
Walter Damroseh, leader, will give ten evening con¬ 
certs (with an afternoon rehearsal on the preceding day) 
during the season. 
The Chicago Orchestra, under Thomas, opened the j 
second season at the Auditorium on Saturday evening, 
October 22d. The-season will consist of nineteen bn- ' 
day afternoon and twenty Saturday evening concerts. 
Patrick Sarsfield Gilmore, whose sudden death at 
St Louis, on September 24r.h, startled his many ad j 
mirers, achieved much fame for the monster undertak¬ 
ings which he successfully prosecuted. He had a peculiar 
aptitude for large things. 
Dr Antonin Dvorak (pronounced Dvor-shak), who i 
arrived in New York early in October, will devote him¬ 
self almost entirely to the teaching of composition andI 
the organization of an orchestra among the students ot 
the National Conservatory of Music, of which institution 
he is director. He will lead his D minor symphony at 
one of the Philharmonic concerts. 
The plans for music at the World’s Fair include, with 
orchestral and other concerts, choral concerts in which 
societies from all parts of the country have been invited 
to participate. The Boston Symphony Orchestra, Arthur 
Nickisch, conductor, and the New York Philharmonic 
Orchestra, Anton Seidl, conductor, have also been 
asked to take part in the Exposition music, lhe com¬ 
mittee to examine American compositions consists ot 
the following eminent musicians : Camille Saint-Saens, 
Paris ; Dr. A. C, Mackenzie, London ; Asger Hamenck, 
Baltimore; Carl Zerrahn, Boston ; B J. Lang, Boston ; 
Wm. L. Tomlins and Theo. Thomas, Chicago. Johannes 
Brahms and Joseph Joachim were invited to be present 
and take part in the presentation of orchestral and other 
works, but,- on account of the distance, were compelled 
to decline. 
At a recent concert in Genoa the following celebrities 
were present: Mascagni, Hastreiter, and Teresina lua. 
Dr. Hans von Bulow opened the new Bechstein 
Concert Hall in Berlin with a piano recital, on October 
4th. 
Sir Arthur Sullivan will re-write his opera, “Ivan- 
hoe,” and its production in Berlin has been postponed a 
year. 
The copyright of “Parsifal” will soon expire as 
regards Vienna, where it may soon be given without 
hindrance. 
A school for dramatic vocalism is to be opened in 
Bayreuth on November 10th, for the purpose of edu¬ 
cating singers for future festivals. 
The managers of the Bohemian National Opera, in 
Prague, have been invited to go to the Chicago Colum¬ 
bian Exhibition with their singers. 
A statue of Music is to be placed in the foyer of the 
Bohemian National Theatre, in Prague. It is by the 
Bohemian sculptor, T. Myselbach. 
London Figaro is authority for the statement that 
Mrs. Wagner will open the Bayreuth Opera House, and 
give at least eight performances of “Parsifal. 
Permission has just been given a Russian music pub¬ 
lishing house to publish certain posthumous works ol 
Chopin- A sister of Chopin’s had disputed the title. 
An organ with special imitative orchestral stops, on 
which he will try over his compositions, has been 
placed in Mascagni’s apartments. It has six hundred 
pipes, two keyboards with one hundred and twelve keys. 
THE RUDIMENTS OF MUSIC. 
BY RAFAEL JOSEFFY. 
FOREIGN. 
It is said Handel’s birthplace is to be soon offered for 
sale. 
A younger brother of Franz Schubert has recently 
died. 
Anton Rubinstein has decided to publish his com¬ 
plete memoirs. 
“ Lohengrin” was performed sixty-four times during 
its first year in Paris. 
Marie Ritter-Goetze, the contralto, has recently 
appeared in Berlin. 
Great preparations are being made to celebrate the 
third centenary of Palestrina’s death. 
Hans Richter conducted the first concert of the 
Berlin Philharmonic on October 17th. 
The death of Emil Behnke. the eminent writer on 
vocal physiology, is announced from Ostend. 
A memorial tablet has been placed on the house in 
Weimar in which John Sebastian Bach was born. 
There is but one proper way to teach the piano or 
any other instrument—the pupil must be taught the 
rudiments of music. When these have been mastered, 
she must be taught the technique of her instrument; and 
if it is the piano or violin, the muscles and joints of her 
I hands and fingers must be made strong and supple by j playing scales and exercises designed to accomplish that 
' end ; and she must, at the same time, by means of simi¬ 
lar exercises, be also taught to read music rapidly and 
accurately. 
When this has been accomplished she should render 
herself thoroughly familiar with the works of the mas¬ 
ters ; not by learning them from her instructor, but by 
j studying them for herself; by seeking diligently and 
patiently for the composer's meaning, playing each 
doubtful passage over and over again in every variety ot 
interpretation, and striving most earnestly to satisfy 
herself as to which is the most ki harmony with the 
oomnnspr r snirit. c poser*8 p . . _ , . .. 
When at last she has arrived at what seems a satis¬ 
factory conclusion, she should listen to various rendi¬ 
tions of the same works by skilled artists, comparing 
| her interpretation of it with theirs, and comparing the 
arguments in favor of each. 
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MODERN PIANISTS. 
BY FERDINAND PFOHL. 
Translated from the German by C. W. Grimm. 
The piano witnessed the inauguration of modern 
music ; it can give account of the feeble beginnings and 
wonderful growth of instrumental art; it accompanied 
the same through all periods of development and finally 
became a symbol in which is embodied a good portion 
of the musical history of nearly three centuries. The 
piano is the instrument for harmony, for polyphony, for 
self-glory, and with the last-named quality it has con¬ 
quered the world. It is the solo instrument in the truest 
sense of the word. The violin is the musical singular, 
whereas the piano commands over a plurality of music. 
No other instrument, excepting the organ, can surpass 
the piano in compass, embracing the lowest and highest 
octaves ; nor in power and volume of tone ; nor in its tone 
color, reminding one of sounding steel; nor in its faculty 
of being a medium for the highest virtuosity. Against 
these brilliant advantages one defect is very painfully 
noticeable: like Undine, the piano has no soul. 
Cold, like sounding glass, is its tone character, and 
only an artist can infuse life and soul into the dead 
ASTON RUBINSTEIN. 
instrument. One is accustomed to consider this ability 
of the artist so much as the criterion of modern piano¬ 
playing, that out of the legion of piano-players of to-day 
and yesterday only a few names have achieved that 
general esteem and that desirable popularity which first 
enables the artist to fully assert his ideal mission. At 
the head of these chosen ones stands Anton Rubinstein. 
Who does not know him, this piano Jupiter, who makes 
the concert halls tremble when be shakes his locks of 
hair? Who does not know this giant-like man, with 
the sharply cut features, the four-cornered brow, the 
firmly pressed lips, and the Sarmatian nose? 
In Wechwotynetz, a world-forlorn corner of Wallachia, 
Rubinstein was born on the 30th of November in 1830. 
The parents moved soon after the birth of the little one 
to Moscow, where the father established a lead-pencil 
factory. Under the care of his highly intelligent and 
musical mother Anton grew up, his soul full of music, 
his heart full of harmonies. He was a most remarkable 
wonder-child, and when he gave his first concert in his 
ninth year and was enthusiastically received, he only 
followed a popular tradition customary among wonder- 
children. It is the fashion in the world of wonder- 
children to give the first concert at seven years, the 
latest at nine. In company with his excellent teacher, 
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Villoing, the boy undertook a concert tour to Paris. 
Here, amid the perfumed inspiration of the glittering 
parlors, where it was more natural to indulge in extreme 
ecstacies and pathetic exclamations than to excel in deep 
and true art enthusiasm, the words of Franz Liszt, the 
greatest pianist of all times, came to the ears of the 
young piano hero: 11 See, he will be the heir of my 
playing! ” The danger of finding his Capua in Paris 
was prevented by his careful mother. She went with 
Anton and his younger brother Nicholas to Germany for 
the purpose of further study. His brother was also 
highly gifted, but unfortunately he died when young. 
Berlin was their destination, and there the brothers 
pursued seriously theoretical studies. They were in¬ 
structed by Dehn, a man who was then considered in 
Berlin a musical authority of the highest rank. Here 
the earnest side of life was opened to the young artist, 
but later his stay in Vienna permitted him to indulge in 
gay diversions. Yes, he even ventured, in company 
with a flute-player, an excursion to Hungary, where 
he enjoyed the romantic charms of a life in the weird 
plains. Returning to Berlin the great disturbances of 
the year 1848 compelled the artist to return to his home 
in Russia. The muses never prosper where powder 
smokes. He now settled in St. Petersburg permanently, 
and being highly favored by the Grand Duchess Helena, 
an enthusiast for everything noble and beautiful, he was 
inspired to cultivate composition. Several operas and 
a number of spirited and original compositions were 
finished here, and brought numberless honors upon 
their creator, thereby adding to the laurel of the cele¬ 
brated virtuoso also the palm of the creative artist. 
Gradually Rubinstein advanced to the rank of a musical 
dictator in the imperial city on the Neva. He became 
the center of the entire music life, a powerful, organizing 
person, possessing admirable intelligence and an untir¬ 
ing energy. His fame as a pianist increased rapidly on 
numerous concert tours, which were extended over the 
entire western hemisphere of our planet, and gained 
unprecedented triumphs everywhere. 
Although Rubinstein said once himself, after he had 
heard the Moonlight Sonata performed by Liszt’s magic 
hands, “compared with him we other piano-players are 
all stupid boys,” still this modesty, this subordination 
to the old master of modern piano-playing is only based 
upon his own personal feelings. In truth, Rubinstein is 
the greatest virtuoso of our time, and with that series of 
seven recitals embracing the master works of the entire 
piano-literature, and with which he has given his career 
the grandest imaginable finishing touch, Rubinstein 
performed a gigantic feat, such as finds no equal in the 
annals of concerts. Rubinstein is a Titan of the piano. 
From his playing it darts like flames, in which his 
unfettered passion, his fiery spirit, mounts on high. He 
possesses the wonderful gift to charm, to fascinate, to 
force with an impetuous eloquence his own will upon his 
listeners. Rubinstein is not infallible on the keys, 
sometimes he even strikes false tones, especially in skips 
with the left hand ; perhaps a result of his impaired eye¬ 
sight. But what matchless powers of expression are pecu¬ 
liar to his playing! How he can move the heart with 
a tenderly touched melody I What melancholy accents he 
has at command 1 How he can console, pacify, inflame, 
and inspire. Just as he depends in composing entirely 
upon the momentary inspiration, so does he present in 
playing the sight of incarnated inspiration. His entire 
being seems to be only the medium of this inspiration, 
which displays itself in the carriage of his body as well 
as in his exceptionally characteristic fj.ce. In such 
moments Rubinstein makes peculiar convulsive motions 
with his lips, as if he wished to taste his music. Even 
the Olympians would relish it, for it is nectar and 
ambrosia. . . The Allegro movements are and always 
will be the most dangerous ones for Rubinstein, because 
here his temperament—which, like a noble race horse on 
the boundless Sarmatian steppes, needs perfect liberty 
in order to be what it is—usually runs away with him. 
One must admire the gigantic, spiritual elasticity with 
which Rubinstein can perform such gallopades of passion 
and work up the feelings to the highest pitch, but one 
cannot deny, that by thus overhasting the time the 
clearness of the piece, and as a result the correct percep¬ 
tion of it, is severely impaired. One gets the impression 
as if one sat in the railroad train running at its greatest 
speed, and then were asked to count the grains of sand 
along the track ! Yet who would get angry at Rubin¬ 
stein for that? 
Hans von Billow is the exact counterpart of Rubin¬ 
stein with his frantic bravour and his marvelous power, 
seemingly sufficient to lift Mt. Ossa and put it upon Mt. 
Pelion. Rubinstein possesses the passion, the super- 
DH. HANS VON BULOW. 
abundance of fancy necessary for a poet. Biiiow the 
calmness of a thinker and philosopher. His playing is 
an expression of dialectics, and is so much more spiritual 
as Rubinstein’s is more sensual. Biiiow observes perfect 
clearness in his rendition, and in his faithfulness to the 
original does not forget to pay attention even to the minu¬ 
test particle and to give it that meaning it should have 
within the composition. Biiiow is the analyst in piano¬ 
playing. Into the finest cells he follows up the elements 
of musical combinations; before our eyes he lets these 
elements grow, unite into groups, and crystallize into 
regular forms. . . In short, he leads us into the 
creation of the world and makes us happy wi* nesses of 
the genesis of an art-work. “Let there be 1 igh ’ is a 
peculiarity of his. But Billow does not saw an art-work 
into small pieces, nor does he construct an art work out 
of these chips. His playing possesses such a-i extra 
ordinary amount of reasoning that one always perceives 
the correspondence of the details with each other and 
with the totality of the work. And that same spiritual 
supremacy that gives him the self-possession to face 
thousands, and enables him to coin sharply grounded 
sarcasms and cast them like arrows that never miss their 
mark, also displays itself in the wonderful ability to per¬ 
form compositions of the most dissimilar kind and still 
render them true to their character and style. In this 
capacity Biiiow is an unsurpassed master of style and 
expression. The greatness of his conceptive faculty has 
probably never displayed itself so brilliantly as in his 
rendition of Beethoven’s “33 Variations on a Waltz by 
Diabelli.” This is a piece which the pianists before 
Biiiow anxiously avoided—in fact, Biiiow was the first 
one to introduce it into the concert halls, where he dis¬ 
closed the enigmas and wonders, the depths and heights, 
of this incomparable work. Unexplored worlds entice 
him ; where the others only see water, he foretells and 
knows of land. 
Hans von Biiiow comes from a well-known family. 
He was born January 8, 1830, at Dresden. Here he 
passed his early youth, showing no traces of exceptional 
musical talent. Later on he studied law at Leipzig, and 
at the same time counterpoint with the famous theorist, 
Hauptmann. He went to Berlin in the year of the 
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revolution, and took a lively interest in the political 
movements. When he heard Wagner’s “Lohengrin” 
he came to the conclusion to make music his profession. 
After he had stayed with the then banished Wagner in 
Zurich, 1850-1851, and had shown himself as an able 
conductor of the orchestra at the theatre, it drew him 
back again to Liszt in Weimar. Master Liszt, always 
kindly disposed to true talents, finished the education of 
the briilant virtuosity of the young pianist. A few years 
later Biiiow became the son-in-law of Liszt. The fol¬ 
lowing decades we find Biiiow in Munich and Florence. 
In 1875-1876 he played in 139 concerts in America. Then 
the extraordinary man appeared in Hanover, Meinin- 
gen, St. Petersburg, Berlin, Hamburg, everywhere an 
ardent missionary of true art, a triumpher as a conduc¬ 
tor and as an interpreter of classical piano music, and in 
these capacities Biiiow has gained for himself really 
ideal successes. 
In their individual peculiarities, Rubinstein and Biiiow 
represent types of modern piano playing, the one in his 
volcanic power, his fiery devotion, and passionate affec¬ 
tion, the other in his sun-bright clearness and com¬ 
plete spiritualization. In the sum of both are contained 
the pianists of the younger generation. The positions 
the younger pianists take in comparison with the two 
older masters can be pictorially expressed by means of 
circles, which sometimes have smaller, sometimes larger 
EUGENE D’ALRERT. 
segment parts in common. Yes, one of them, Eugene 
d' Albert, reaches as-far into the sphere of the one as he 
does into the sphere of the other. D’Albert is a highly 
gifted talent that owes its brilliant polish to the Liszt 
school. He was born at Glasgow, April 10, 1864. 
His father was a Frenchman, who in his early years had 
been ballet-master at the Italian Opera in London; his 
mother was of German descent. His genius for music 
showed itself at a very early age. With an iron energy 
the boy worked at his technical studies. After he had 
astonished his teachers of the Royal College of Music at 
London for a number of years, he was elected Mendels¬ 
sohn Scholar, which allowed him to go to Germany. 
Weimar, the old city of the Muses, attracted him ; it was 
the place where Liszt had established a school for pianists. 
After a year’s stay with Liszt, d’Albert appeared in 
German concert-halls. The public were enraptured with 
the young virtuoso’s playing, which was that of a genius ; 
a perfect technic and youthful impetuosity were harmo¬ 
niously united. D'Albert's career as a pianist brought him 
over the entire civilized world, and till now consisted of 
brilliant performances and numberless triumphs. D’Al¬ 
bert possesses in the highest degree the ability of expres¬ 
sive playing. Under his fingers the tones of his cantile¬ 
nas blossom and exhale a fragrant odor like flowers, 
enchanting by their sweet perfume, their exquisite deli¬ 
cacy. When he bends over the keyboard and brings | 
forth the most bewitching sounds, it seems as if he were 
having a secret conversation with the tone-spirits that 
were slumbering in the instrument until then. D’Albert 
is a genuine artist. This would be still noticeable even 
if his mastery over the instrument were not so perfect, 
as it really is. D’Albert never loses himself in the 
sphere of violence and originalness, in which severity 
and arbitrariness soon have the sway. He always 
remains what he is, a true, fine-feeling, noble, and 
beautiful performer. Should d’Albert ever condescend 
to play an ugly piece, under his hands it would surely 
sound beautiful. Biiiow is the chosen interpreter of the 
classical masters of piano music on account of his con 
structive genius. D’Albert’s mission is not limited by 
any inclination to specialties—although his poetical ren¬ 
dering of Chopin’s charming and refined compositions 
would remind one of it, that a master seeks his greatness 
in small things—for he is so fortunately gifted that the 
entire piano literature is dear to him. “ Play what thou 
wilt.” And he is at liberty to do it, the same as Rubin¬ 
stein. Biiiow thundering a Liszt rhapsody is unimagin¬ 
able, but it is very becoming to d’Albert’s artistic physi¬ 
ognomy. One would believe it of him, but of Biiiow 
one would consider it deception. . . In fact, d’Albert 
will play a pensive sonata of Beethoven as excellently 
as he has proved to play perfectly one of Chopin's 
reveries or a brilliant bravoura piece of the modern 
style. This universal trait insures to d’Albert as an 
executant the supremacy over the most of his competi¬ 
tors for the palm of piano-playing. With I. Paderewski 
already, and more decidedly with A. Friedheim and M. 
Rosenthal, the specialists in piano playing begin. Every 
one of this triad is in his way an excellent artist; but 
while the universally gifted ones have a wider horizon 
and therefore are enabled to perform everything, the 
specialists confine themselves intentionally to one definite 
field only. 
(To be Continued.) 
TOUCH AND TECHNIC, Vol. III. A Complete 
School of Arpeggios. By Dr. .WYlliam Mason. 
Op. 44. Philadelphia: Theodore" Presser. pp. 32, 
sheet music size. $1. 
The appearance of a new volume of instructions from 
one of the first masters of the pianoforte in the world is 
necessarily a matter of interest to all enterprising teachers. 
Much more is this the case when it contains so much that 
is new and significant as the volume now in question. 
Dr. Mason, a pianist and a teacher by heredity and inher¬ 
ent gifts, as well as by study, cultivation, and experience, 
is author of a singularly original method of combining 
exercises and different uses of the fingers, in a system of 
daily practice, which has now been tested in many of its 
points for thirty years. This system, as a whole, will be 
considered in detail in a later issue of this periodical. 
Some of its features will be regarded by many teachers 
with question; but there are many who have tested them 
practically in teaching, who agree with the eminent author 
that when properly used they “ secure the highest possible 
degree of flexibility, responsiveness, and versatility in the 
fingers, and at the same time educate the ear to all shades 
of tone-color, and secure a reposeful and exact rhythm 
and clear accentuation in all degrees oi speed. These, I 
believe,” he adds, “are the qualities through which mu¬ 
sical interpretation upon the pianoforte comes to expres¬ 
sion.” The present volume begins with a statement of 
the general plan of the system, as a whole, in which the 
present volume constitutes but one of four leading ele¬ 
ments. It introduces a method of practice, by which is 
meant the general plan of combining different kinds of 
exercise, and different kinds of touch upon the same exer¬ 
cises, the whole having for object the technical qualities 
above enumerated. Then follows the exposition of the 
arpeggio system, with its metrical treatment. Here we 
have several elements which to the great majority of 
teachers will prove novelties Dr. Mason is the author 
of a system of permutations founded upon the diminished 
chords which, by no less a judge than the pianist, Joseffy, 
has been called “a complete summary of four-note arpeg¬ 
gios.” Beginning with the C position of the diminished 
seventh, he treats it from a keyboard standpoint, with 
meter, rhythm, accentuation and varieties of touch. The 
practice-forms in this part of the work, while available 
for beginners, or at least within the second grade of in¬ 
struction (the author and the editor would use them in the 
first grade), nevertheless contain elements of higher play¬ 
ing, reaching in some of the forms to the excessively rapid 
speed of more than 1200 tones per minute. This is about 
twice as fast as a good tempo for the Chopin Impromptu in 
A flat, Opus 29. By meter Dr. Mason intends the group¬ 
ing of pulsations, by means of accents, and by rhythm the 
rate at which the tones in the music move, as measured 
against the background of pulsation and meter. The 
treatment of these exercises brings into view both these 
elements. The suue arpeggio, commencing in quarter 
notes, at the rate of perhaps 70, is played with a strong 
accent, in common time. After one or two repetitions the 
speed is exactly doubled, i.e., it is played in eighth notes, 
the accents now falling upon one tone in eight. After a 
few repetitions of this, it is exactly doubled again, giving 
rise to sixteenth notes, the accents falling upon one tone 
in sixteen ; again the speed is doubled, the exercise being 
in thirty-second notes, eight tones to each pulsation, the 
accent falling upon the first tone of thirty-two. This com¬ 
bination of rhythm Dr. Mason calls a “ Rhythmic Table.” 
He expects to accomplish by means of it a more exact sense 
of time, a greater amount relatively of slow practice, and 
the proper method of hand treatment in rapid playing, 
whereby a higher degree of speed will be much sooner 
attained than by the usual method. There are other 
graded tables of rhythm, similar to the preceding, but 
commencing with three-part measure, and passing to 
nines, eighteens, or twenty-sevens. 
Even more ingenious is his method of forming new 
chords from the diminished seventh. Through the simple 
device of moving one finger a half step or a whole step up 
or down, no less than twelve other chords are formed ; 
and by moving two fingers at a time a semitone or a whole 
step from the original position, twelve more are formed; 
in addition to these there are four derivatives made by 
moving three fingers. Thus he secures from the C position 
no less than twenty-nine derivatives, and a like number 
from any other position of the diminished chord. Many 
of these derivatives after being practiced in detail are 
played in rotation, changing the chord at each ascent, 
or at both ascent and descent, or at every octave. Mean¬ 
while rhythmic complication is added, the meter of nines, 
for instance, requiring nine times up and down the form 
before the ascent returns to the starting point. Hence the 
system affords a most exhaustive opportunity for mastering 
arpeggios, and at the same time does this without tiring 
the pupil, and with the positive and inestimable advantage 
of absorbing the attention to a degree unknown to other 
forms of exercise. Thus certain mental habits are formed 
by the exercise which are not commonly reached in tech¬ 
nics. These arpeggios are practiced with hands singly, in 
direct motion, i. e., where the hands play toward the strong 
fingers; and in reverse—the hands playing toward the 
weak fingers. Then with both hands together. Later there 
are triad arpeggios, and the broken chords. Although 
the book is small, it contains an exhaustive school of 
arpeggios. It covers the whole ground from the beginning 
to the daily practice of the concert pianist. Every teacher, 
whether previously acquainted with Dr. Mason’s system 
or not, should get this volume and study it carefully, for 
there is no other work in which a greater number of prac¬ 
tical suggestions and directions for piano practice from an 
authoritative source are brought together. The explana¬ 
tions are generally clear.—W. S. B. Mathews, in Music. 
AUDIBLE COMPASS OF THE EAR. 
We can do a great deal to cultivate the ear, but we can 
do nothing to extend the range of sounds which the tym¬ 
panum can receive. The ear may have great keenness 
of perception, may hear sounds extremely small, dis¬ 
tant, and faint, and yet be always deaf to any noise, 
however loud, if it is lower or higher in pitch than the 
tympanum is made for. Various experiments show that 
about the lowest, or what in a musical instrument would 
be called the deepest bass sound, consists of 12^ undula¬ 
tions in the second, and the highest of rather more than 
6000. Human ears have not all the same compass. A 
party of young people, all with excellent bearing, may go 
into the meadows, and some will hear the shrill note of 
the common grasshopper, and some will not hear it even 
faintly, but simply hear nothing at all. Dr. Wollaston 
believed that “ human hearing never extends more than 
a note or two above the cry of the common Gryllus 
campestris." He gives a scale of sounds which he found 
to be inaudible to some ears. He found that some people 
could not hear the cry of the bat, nor the chirping of spar¬ 
rows, which is four octaves above F in the middle of the 
pianoforte. Not to be able to hear this last note he con¬ 
siders to be very rare. He believes the whole range of 
human hearing to be compressed between the deepest 
notes of the organ and the highest known cries of the 
insects, including fully nine octaves, the whole of which 
are distinctly audible to most ears. There may, in fact, 
be no dumb animals, only their voices may be out of 
our ear. It must be supposed that small creatures, in¬ 
cluding quadrupeds, hear sounds much more acute than 
are audible to us, but none of the lower notes of our 
scale. This is, perhaps, the case with cats and dogs, 
who can obviously communicate with one another, com¬ 
ing so close as almost to touch noses, but making no 
sound audible to us. Thus there is not such a confusion 
of noises as there would be otherwise. The vast differ¬ 
ence of pitch heard by different great tribes of creatures 
causes us and them to have, so to speak, the world to 
ourselves.—London Musical Standard. 
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A CONCISE CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OE 
THE CHIEF MUSICIANS AND MUSICAL 
EVENTS FROM A. D. 1380-1885, 
KATE 
1380 
1400? 
1430 
1440 
1458 
1480 
1490 
1502 
1513 
1514 
1520? 
1521 
1523 
1529 
1539 
1546 
1550 
1560 
1563 
1568 
1577 
1580 
1581 
1583 
1585 
1594 
1595 
1596 
1597 
1600? 
I 
1609?| 
1612 
1620? 
1623 
1625 
1626 
1627 
1628? 
1633 
1637 
1643 
BY C. E. LOWE. 
Guillaume Dufay, b.* Hennegau. One of the ear¬ 
liest writers of Canons. 
John Dunstable, b. Bedfordshire. Called the 
“ Father of English Contrapuntists.” 
Rise of the “ Early Belgian School.” 
Johannes Ockenheim, b. East Flanders. One of 
the earliest writers of Fugues. 
Guillaume Dufay d.f Rome. 
Jusquin des Pr6s, b. Picardy. Wrote Masses in 
five parts, and splendid Canons. 
Rise of the “ Early English School.” 
John Dunstable, d. London. 
Development of the “ Fugal style” of music. 
Martin Luther, b. Eisleben. Introduced the 
Chorale into the German Churches. 
Adrian Willaert, b. Bruges. Said to have intro¬ 
duced the Madrigal. 
Organ pedals said to have been introduced. 
Music types first invented. 
Johannes Ockenheim, d. Tours. 
The Clavichord in use in England. 
Giov. Pierluigi Palestrina, b. Palestrina. The 
greatest composer of the 16th century. 
Andrea Amati, b. Cremona. Founder of the 
“ Cremona School” of Violins. 
Orlando di Lasso, b. Hennegau. The last of the 
Composers of the “Early Belgian School.” 
Jusquin des Pr6s, d. France. 
John Merbecke, b. London ? Set the English 
Liturgy to a plain song, which is still used. 
Virginals and Spinets in vogue about this time. 
Thomas Tallis, b. London? The greatest Con¬ 
trapuntist of the age. 
Chorales introduced into the German Churches. 
William Byrde, b. London? A celebrated 
Composer, and pupil of Tallis. 
Bassoon invented about this time. 
Martin Luther d. Eisleben. 
Jacopo Peri, b. Florence. The composer of the 
first Operas. 
Regals introduced. 
Rise of the “Early Italian School.” 
Madrigals introduced. 
John Wilbye, b. England. Celebrated English 
Composer of Madrigals. 
Anthems first sung at the Chapel Royal. 
Rise of the “ Oratorio.” 
Dr. John Bull, b. Somersetshire. First Professor 
of Music at Gresham College. 
Adrian Willaert, d. Belgium. 
Claudio Monteverde, b. Cremona. Made a great 
advance in Operatic Music. 
Andrea Amati, d. Cremona. 
Violin first introduced into England. 
Gregorio Allegri, b. Rome. A celebrated Church 
Composer. 
Rise of the “Opera.” 
The “ Gresham Lectures on Music ” founded. 
Orlando Gibbons, b. Cambridge. Wrote Church 
music which is still in use. 
Heinrich Schiitz, b. Kosteritz. Wrote Oratorios, 
and the first German opera. 
John Merbecke and T. Tallis d. London. 
Giov. Pierluigi Palestrina, d. Rome. 
Orlando di Lasso, d. Munich. t 
Decline of the “ Early Belgian School.” 
Nicholas Amati, b. Cremona. Renowned for his 
splendid Violins. 
Performance of the first Opera, “ Dafne,” by 
Peri. 
Giacomo Carissimi, b. Italy. Wrote Oratorios, 
and invented the “ Arioso.” 
Peri’s second Opera” Euridyce” performed. 
First Oratorio in Italy. 
Thomas Brewer, b. London? Called the “Father 
of the English Glee.” 
Harpsichords introduced into England about 
this time. 
John Wilbye, d. England. 
Jacob Stainer, b. Innsbruck. Celebrated for his 
Violin making. 
Jacobo Peri, d. Florence. 
William Byrde, d. London. 
Orlando Gibbons, d. Canterbury. 
Professorship of Music founded at Oxford. 
First German Opera, “Daphne,” by Schiitz, at 
Dresden. 
Matthew Lock, b. Exeter. The Composer of 
the first English Opera. 
Dr. John Bull, d. Hamburg? 
Jean Battiste Lully, b. Florence The chief foun¬ 
der of the French Opera. 
The first Opera House built (Venice). 
Claudio Monteverde, d. Venice. 
1644 
1645 
1648 
1652 
1653 
1655 
1658 
1659 
Antonius Stradiuarius, b. Cremona. The greatest 
Violin maker who has ever lived. 
Rise of the French opera. 
Alessandro Stradella, Naples. Composer of some 
fine Oratorios. 
Dr. John Blow, b. Nottinghamshire. Composer 
of some excellent Anthems. 
Gregorio Allegri, d. Rome. 
Arcangelo Corelli, b. Bologna. Called the 
“ Father of modern Violin playing.” 
First Festival in aid of the “ Sons of the Clergy 
Corporation.” 
Henry Purcell, b. London. One of the greatest 
musical Composers of England. 
Alessandro Scarlatti, b. Italy. Wrote Masses, 
Oratorios, Operas, etc. 
The first French Opera produced.' 
* b, born. f d, died. 
(To be Continued.) 
THE MODERN PIANO AND THE MUSIC OF 
DIFFERENT EPOCHS. 
I would like to recommend a different use (touch 
and pedal) of the Pianoforte of our day, in playing the 
compositions of different epochs. So, for example, I 
would play a piece of Haydn or Mozart on the instru¬ 
ment of our day, especially in “forte" with the left 
pedal, because their “forte" has not the character of 
the Beethoven “forte," especially not of the latest com¬ 
posers. 
Playing Handel, and especially Bach, I would try, by 
means of variety of touch and change of pedal, to regis¬ 
ter, that is, give them throughout an organ-like char¬ 
acter. Hummel I would try to play with scholastic, 
short, clear touch, and very little pedal ; Weber and 
Mendelssohn with very brilliant execution and pedal; 
Weber in his Sonatas and Concertstucke with operatic, 
dramatic, and Mendelssohn, in his Songs without Words, 
with lyric character. Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann, 
Chopin, and, of course, the later composers, require all 
the resources imaginable in our instruments of to-day. 
—Rubinstein. 
IDEALS OF SELF-EDUOATION IN MUSIC. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS, 
Editor of Music. 
Extracts from a paper read before the M. T. N. A. at Cleveland. 
Self-education is the rule under which we live. 
Whatever our early training may have been, and how¬ 
ever excellent the schools in which we have taken a turn, 
it still remains true for all of us that the greater part of 
the technic of our daily life has been acquired by experi¬ 
ence. 
Wbat I have to sav in the few minutes allotted to me 
here will group itself under two heads—the ideals of 
self-education in music and the methods. 
Music is a highly specialized form of art; perhaps on 
the whole the most highly specialized art that we have. 
It is specialized in two directions—an inner soul-life of 
great sensitiveness, and an outer manifestation through 
highly complicated combinations of sounds, which in 
turn appeal to the soul through the hearing apparatus, 
which must be very sensitive and discerning. Thehigher 
forms of music are forever reserved for these two classes 
of hearers—those of great sensitiveness and imaginative 
power of soul, and those who have along with this musi¬ 
cal type of soul, a hearing apparatus of corresponding 
nobility and discernment. Hence the ideals of self-edu¬ 
cation in music are three ; (1) To cultivate the ear ; (2) 
to get the range of the best in music, in the sense of 
being cultivated in it—which is to say, knowing the best 
that, has been done and said in it. 
This means to know the greatest compositions, or the 
greatest in the department of study which the student 
affects. Then (3) to be able to reproduce for the grati¬ 
fication of others as much as possible of the beauty thus 
acquired. 
Anv musical education wanting in either of these three 
ingredients is by so much unpractical. 
The entire foundation of musical taste, and of a prac¬ 
tical musical education, rest upon the scientific cultiva¬ 
tion of the ear—the faculties of perception. Without an 
exact cultivation at this point a discriminating musical 
taste is impossible, and the student remains and must 
forever remain blind to all questions of merit between 
the greater and the lesser composers. 
Whether one begin to train the ear with the aid of the 
tonic sol fa notation or not, the early training of ear 
should be through the voice. Singing should be the be¬ 
ginning of the hearing and of the doings of music. This 
for the following reasons : Singing appeals more to the 
ear and presents itself to the hearer as something spiritual 
in its nature, coming from the inner of the singer, as 
distinct from the mere performance of the player. Then 
when the student seeks to sing his thought it remains in 
the form of a spiritual concept, for voice is the immediate 
prima facie representative of spirit. Whereas upon the 
instrument the fingers may be made to go so and so 
without anything more than external concepts for guid¬ 
ing them. 
One of the most neglected forms of ear training is that 
which I might call fluctuations of intensity. If you listen 
to the playing of the next pupil you will notice that the 
playing is wooden in character. If any attention is paid 
to the forte and piano, it will be only of very external 
character. A strain is played soft, another loud; but 
spirit is not established in these cast-iron lines. Such a 
thing as a fixed degree of intensity for three chords or 
tones in succession is not known to the higher art of 
music. Music is always going up hill or coming down. 
Even in the most reposeful adagio there are accentua¬ 
tions, distinctions of melody and accompaniment, and a 
flow of the current toward the quiet or toward the excited. 
These elements in ear training are very difficult to gain 
in the country, where there are so few opportunities to 
hear artists. The best form of training for awakening 
the musical ear in the early stages is light opera, because 
in this we have the come and go of emotion, and the 
lightness of playful feeling. Then grand opera, with its 
deep and serious strains, and all in the primary aspect 
of singing, deepened, it is true, by the orchestra and the 
instrumental treatment, but still primarily the expression 
of human play and human feeling. After this comes the 
popular concert. Then the symphony, with its great 
sweeps of poetry and imagination, and its rich tints of 
color. 
The expressiveness of music as a representer of soul 
life turns upon its complicated motions in what we might 
call four different planes, for music has four dimensions 
instead of three, as material things have. All musical 
expression is a matter of (1) melody, (2) harmony, (3) 
rhythm, (4) and tone color, each modified moment by 
moment of consideration of (5) intensity. It is a mis¬ 
take to suppose that tone color is a matter of advanced 
expression, such as orchestration and the like. On the 
contrary, the earliest musical problems of expression 
have to do with tone color. Even on the pianoforte, 
the least expressive of musical instruments saving per¬ 
haps the flute, there is great room for tone color. It, is 
an essential part of the technic. There must be melody, 
color, and accompaniment, color, at least. And these 
two qualities are something more than mere degrees of 
force. There is a soul in the melody tone, which is not 
in the accompaniment to anything like the same degree. 
One of the most serious omissions of current musical 
study is what I may perhaps call musical literature—by 
which I do not mean reading books about composers 
and the pieces they have written, but getting to know the 
very pieces themselves, or the best of them. At this 
point our current methods are very defective—in part 
because the student commonly finishes her studies before 
coming to this kind of general oversight of the musical 
field. And in fact perhaps in a broad sense the greater 
part of this work is post-graduate work. But whatever 
we may decide upon in this sense, it is certainly a part 
of the outfit of every well trained teacher. What is the 
use of our talking of Beethoven, Bach, or Mozart, if we 
know nothing that either one of them has composed, or 
if we know so little of their method of thought that we 
cannot tell the work of one composer from another? 
They exist for us as mere names. 
Every composer has a style of his own. He stands for 
certain ranges of musical thought, certain types of feeling 
or tonal beauty. 
Now as to the method of finding out the main things 
in the writings of Beethoven, Schumann, Chopin, or any 
one else, and getting familiar with them, there are few 
directions to be given, except that one has to make a be¬ 
ginning, and learn some one piece until one has it going 
well and making music ; then one adds another to it, and 
another, until the entire list has gradually come under the 
mind. 
One of the most important elements in self education 
along this line is that of memorizing. If one gets the 
actual music into his mind, there is better chance of his 
getting the true expression, for there is a sort of self 
evidencing character in all great music which acts upon 
the student without his being aware of it, and the true 
meaning of the piece clears itself up without the player 
having to do so very much solid thinking upon the sub¬ 
ject. Memorizing has the further advantage of greatly 
sharpening the musical attention. The ear and the 
musical memory and sensibility are very much awakened 
by filling them with the ideas of the great masters. 
Moreover, there is another element which is too often 
lost sight of, namely, the stimulative power of the first- 
rate mind. One piece of a great master put into the 
mind of a young musician will do more to shape his 
thought than twenty, yes thirty, pieces by mediocrities. 
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ANTON RUBINSTEIN’S 0Y0LUS OF SEVEN 
PIANO RECITALS. 
ARRANGED,. WITH HISTORICAL AND EXPLANATORY NOTES, 
BY WILHELM TAPPERT. 
TRANSLATED BY NELLIE C. STRONG. 
II. 
Ludwig van Beethoven, 
The reformer of instrumental music, brought about in 
piano playing, too, a beneficial revolution. He is the 
founder of “ dramatic piano playing.” Even as a boy 
he drank deep from Bach’s well-tempered piano, conse¬ 
quently from the best and purest source. From the 
outer courts of the fugue he passed through into the inner 
sanctuary of the sonata. He playsS’the piano and com¬ 
posed for it, not like others, but like a wholly different 
being—original, energetic, now wildly passionate, now 
dreamily thoughtful, always effective, interesting, indi¬ 
vidual. “Take note of him,” said Mozart, with a pre¬ 
sentiment of the future, “he will one day make himself 
talked of in the world.” Genius and originality are 
not, however, just exactly what the world demands first 
of all. She took her time, this “world ” did, about the 
recognition of Beethoven. So far as one knows, not 
one of those most glorious sonatas was played in public 
during his lifetime. It attracted attention that Felix 
Mendelssohn, as a youthful, wandering artist, dared to 
perform a Beethoven sonata now and then in company. 
Some fifty years have passed since then, and even the 
sibylline books of the “last Beethoven” have, in the 
meantime, become a “ new gospel.” Beethoven’s 
sonatas form an integral part of the present education. 
It is, therefore, justifiable to cast a glance at the origin 
of the sonata itself. That it took the place of the fugue 
as a “classic form” has been already mentioned. 
Originally the term ‘ ‘ sonata, ’ ’ according to the derivation 
of the word, signified a tone-piece for instruments, as 
contrasted with cantata, by which one designated a 
vocal piece. Yet, at the beginning, the meaning varied 
so widely that Hammerschmidt entitled a motette for 
alto, with an accompaniment of two trumpets, four trom¬ 
bones, and double bass, a sonata also (1662). The 
term sonata, as the name of a five-voiced instrumental 
piece, was first used by Andreas Gabrieli (1586). Co¬ 
relli wrote his violin sonatas already in four movements, 
adagio, allegro, adagio, allegro. These tempo-designa¬ 
tions are at once sufficient to show that our sonata form 
did not come from Corelli. A first piano sonata (we 
possess none from Seb. Bach) was composed by the pre¬ 
decessor of Bach, John Kuhnau (died 1722). It stands 
appended to the second part of the new piano produc¬ 
tions (1695), and the author apologizes for the venture in 
the following words: “I have also added a sonata at 
the end, Ex. B., which will likewise please the amateur. 
For why should not one be able to handle such forms 
on the piano as well as on other instruments, seeing that 
not a single instrument has been able to dispute the pre¬ 
cedence of the piano as regards completeness?” This 
sonata consists of five movements: Allegro, B-flat major, 
four-four ; Fugue, B-flat major, four-four ; Adagio, E-flat 
major, three-four; Allegro, B flat major, three-four, and 
the last movement is the simple repetition of the first. 
One sees, therefore, that our sonata did not come from 
Kuhnau. For the sonata form proper we have a much 
older and better voucher, and that is the Italian, Dario 
Castello, whose concerted sonatas (we would call them 
duos and trios) for organ or piano, accompanied by one 
or two other instruments, appeared in 1621. Each 
sonata consists of separate movements briefly carried 
out, well distinguished by tempo, time and character. 
The keys change also ; for instance, A minor, C major, 
A major, A minor; a succession which corresponds to 
the custom of our time much more than to the prac¬ 
tice of the seventeenth century. To Bach’s sons belong 
the honor of having rendered services to the sonata. It 
was not, however, Friedemann, the best qualified succes¬ 
sor to his great father, who planted and tended the new 
germs, but Philip Emanuel Bach, whom Mendelssohn 
once termed “a dwarf among the giants.” The most 
important work was achieved, however, by the younger, 
least capable son of the Leipzig “Thomas Director, 
Johann Christian Bach, called the Milanese, or Londoner. 
(From these two dwarfs are descended, nevertheless, 
more giants, our classical trio, Hayden, Mozart and 
Beethoven.) Johann Christian Bach fell a long, long 
way from the paternal stem, but found, notwithstanding, 
the right path from the fugue to the sonata, in that he 
introduced into the form of the latter the contrasting 
second theme. He was wholly unconscious of this, but 
what matters that? He discovered the most important 
element for the sonata entirely by accident, it would 
seem. His Opus Five contains six sonatas for piano, 
which, for the most part, are formed after earlier or 
contemporary models. The second, however, consisting 
of three movements, has become typical. The first 
allegro in it—the chief movement—shows the well- 
known tripartite pattern, which has been raised through 
the works of Hayden, Mozart and Beethoven into a 
classical scheme. (First theme, strong, energetic, D 
major ; second theme, soft and tender, A major ; close 
of the first part in the dominant A major (repetition) ; 
middle part. Then the da Capo—“ as the custom of 
the school is”—first theme, D major ; second theme, D 
major; close D major.) 
How came the light-minded J. C. Bach to this pro¬ 
found (for the consequences so weighty), far-reaching 
inspiration? No answer can be given to this problem. 
The six sonatas appeared probably about 1765. What 
was here “ accident” became with Mozart and Haydn a 
purpose, and the “classical form” was finally-pro¬ 
claimed, by theory and aesthetics, eternal law. With 
three movements the plan of the sonata can be carried 
out. Haydn brought the minuet over from the suite as 
a concession to the taste and habits of his contempo¬ 
raries ; a sufficient aesthetic justification could hardly be 
found. Beethoven transformed the minuet into the 
scherzo; with correct instinct he put aside the last 
remnant from the era of the suite The eight sonatas 
selected (for programme) represent the peculiarities in 
style of the three periods, which are distinguished in 
the work of Beethoven, although the “Moonlight” 
sonata, in content and special arrangement) stands 
already on the dividing line which separates the first and 
second periods. The forms sanctioned are essentially 
observed. Not until later did the master burst asunder 
many of the confining fetters. The piano-playing world 
had once fled for refuge from the oppressive constraint 
of the fugue to the freedom of the sonata, until this, too, 
became a restriction. “The master dare shatter the 
form.” He not only may, he must. Who else would 
lead us forward in our art? Through Beethoven the 
pianists were supplied with very different, more remune¬ 
rative tasks. His sonatas are complete dramas, trilogies 
and tetralogies, which naturally receive their dramatic 
life through the performer. Freedom of interpretation 
is guaranteed to the thinking artist, for the “dramatic 
idea,” upon which the composition is based, exercises 
almost the only restraint. To recognize this idea, to 
feel it intuitively, or to grasp it with the intellect, that is 
the duty imposed first of all on the player. Under the 
influence of the poetic idea every detail must receive its 
stamp. The empty, separate interests of virtuosity are 
thrown in the background ; he who plays a sonata by 
Beethoven must look upon himself as a missionary who 
seeks to convert the heathen, as a priest who proclaims 
saving truths. A divine task, but, ah, how difficult! 
Programme No. 2. 
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN, 
Born at Bonn, 1770, died at Vienna, 1827. 
Eight Sonatas. 
1 Op. 27 C Sharp minor, (1801) (Moonlight). 
2 “ 31 D Minor, (1802). 
3 “ 53 C Major, (1803). 
4 “ 57 F Minor, (Appassionata) (1801). 
5 " 90 E Minor, (1814). 
6 “ 101 (1815). 
7 “ 109, (1824). 
8 “ 111, (1822). 
Franz Schubert’s freely-flowing originality, his in¬ 
stinctive gift of form, remind one of Mozart; the wealth 
and depth of his ideas, of Beethoven. In him, the 
lyric and dramatic styles melt into one, and with this, 
the rosy light of morn, the first dawning of the “ rom¬ 
antic epoch ” breaks forth. Schumann, the discoverer 
of that “divinely long” C major Symphony wrote of 
his beloved Schubert: “ He will always be the favorite 
of youth ; he reveals what it desires,—an overflowing 
heart, keen thoughts, bold deeds ; he tells tales which it 
loves to listen to, romantic stories of knights, maidens 
and adventures ; wit and humor are not lacking, but are 
not so plentiful as to disturb the more tender character 
underlying the whole.” 
With Carl Maria v. Weber, the full light of day broke 
for the German “Romantic School.” That which we 
admire in him, in his character of romantic composer, 
wins our hearts completely also in his piano works, in 
the great Sonata as well as in the small, piquant, spirited 
and characteristic “Momento capriccioso.” Well- 
known and highly-valued, is the barrier-breaking and 
epoch-making influence of the “ Invitation to the 
Waltz,”—that noble, descriptive piece, so full of 
strength and swing. Could one even so much as con¬ 
ceive of those “classics of the dance,” Lanner and 
Strauss (of course the elder), without Weber? His 
“ Invitation ” fell like a strain of pure rejoicing and 
poetic mirth in the midst of the insipid or clumsy ballet 
of that time. Everything poetical, chivalrous, graceful, 
belonging to the German dance, is expressed in these 
lovely melodies. How beautiful and meditative (a won¬ 
derful piece of programme-music) is the significant 
introduction! ” (Ambros.) 
Does Mendelssohn belong to the Romanticists? that 
is, as piano composer? or should one make a sub¬ 
division for him, perhaps,' with the heading, brilliant 
and lovely ? His eclectic endowments made him 
everywhere at home. For the advancement of piano 
style, properly speaking, he scarce needs consideration ; 
not a new figure do we have to thank him for, but how 
great was he in the small forms! Here, his ability and 
feeling show themselves every time, from the most at¬ 
tractive side. The “Songs Without Words” indicate 
by no means a new invention; they only take up and 
develop an older thought, which in a most happy hour 
inspired the delicate-minded master. The first six 
books appeared in the years 1835-1844; the two last, 
1851 and 1868. Their unexampled success and the in¬ 
numerable attempts to imitate them are sufficiently well 
known. 
Programme No. 3. 
1. FRANZ SCHUBERT. 
Born January 31st, 1797, near Vienna, died November 19th, 1828, 
Vienna. 
Fantasie, C major. 
Moments Musicals, Nos. 1-6. 
Menuet, B minor. 
Impromptus, C minor and E flat major. 
2. CARL MARIA VON WEBER. 
Born December 18th. 1786, Oldenburg, died June 5th, 1826, London. 
Sonata, A flat major, (composed 1816, in Berlin). 
Momento capriccioso (1808. in Stuttgart). 
Invitation to the Waltz (1819). 
Polacca Brillante, E major (1819). 
3. FELIX MENDELSSOHN. 
Born February 3d, 1809, Hamburg, died November 4th, 1847, 
Leipzig. 
Variations Serieuses. 
Capriceio, E minor. 
Ten Songs Without Words. 
Presto and Capriceio. 
11 The Blue Flower ” of German Romanticism reached 
its most perfect bloom through Robert Schumann. In 
the midst of the ruling tastes for brilliant virtuosity, he 
opposed to the dazzling, brain perplexing outward show 
his real and genuine tone-poems, revelations of the deep¬ 
est depths of a richly endowed nature. At first, he was 
not understood, and only a few recognized his worth and 
character, but, later on, he came to be revered as the 
founder of a new musical style, as the discoverer of a 
new world, a veritable fairy-land. Schumann had, next 
to Beethoven, the most determining influence over the 
development of modern music, not only as poet and 
prophet, but also as a deep thinker and inspired apostle, 
who, at all times, recognized with clear eye the best, 
and, with his native warmth, valiantly supported every 
revelation of lasting worth. The most happy blending 
of wonderful natural gifts and qualities enabled him to 
completely fill his high mission. 
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Programme No. 4. 
1. ROBERT SCHUMANN, 
Born June 8,1810, Zwickau, died July 29, 1856, near Bonn. 
Fantasie, C major, Op. 27. 
Kreisleiiana, Op. 16, Nos. 1-8. 
Etudes Symphoniques, Op. 13. 
Sonata, F sharp miuor, Op. 11. 
FantasiestUcke, Op. 12 (four numbers). 
Vogel als Prophet. 
Romance, D minor, Op. 26. 
Carneval, Op. 9. 
Muzio Clementi, almost forgotten as a virtuoso, still 
named as a composer, and chiefly known by his instruc¬ 
tive “ Gradus,” was, a century ago, in the first respect a 
rival of Mozart. Their contest before Joseph the Second 
(1781) ia often related. The first theme of the Magic Flute 
Overture refers to it. It is taken from the allegro of a 
B-flat major sonata, which Clementi played on that occa¬ 
sion. Mozart had no very high opinion of his competi¬ 
tor ; he regarded him merely as a skillful mechanician. 
In dementi’s works one first finds those “passages,”— 
brilliant parts—which are only written for their own 
sake, and do not spring, as an inner necessity, from the 
controlling idea. Their purpose is to display virtuosity. 
The soul goes away empty, though one has both his 
hands fully occupied. In Herz and Kalkbrenner, this 
school reached its climax. 
dementi's most important pupil was John Field. 
Chopin betrays some mental affinity with this genuine 
lyric poet. The first Nocturne, by Field (E flat major), 
and the second from Op. 9, by Chopin, seem to be con¬ 
nected with each other as by a tender family tie. A 
real cabinet gem is No. 5 (B-flat major), by Field, andthe 
“ Rose Nocturne ” (A major), is unusually delicate and 
full of feeling. 
It has already been stated that Hummel was closely 
related to Mozart in his mental musical qualities. 
Before the days of Thalberg and Liszt, he was enthu¬ 
siastically extolled as the first piano player of his time, 
and also greatly valued as a composer. That was a 
long time ago, and the once blooming tree of his fame 
stands almost void of leaves. Others, greater and 
stronger, appeared. The “ right of might ” holds good 
also in art; here, perhaps, even more than elsewhere. 
Moscheles shared the same fate as Hummel. His 
period of glory lies far back; he won his greatest 
successes on English soil. He may be reckoned with 
the “interesting” piano composers. That, too, consti¬ 
tutes a class by itself. Beethoven’s dramatic style,— 
fertile in ideas, almost enforcing joint thought and 
reflection in the listener; an “exaction” for many, 
a “ torture ” for some,—(I have in mind the past, and 
can recall a collection of confirmatory critical verdicts) 
—this style had to be succeeded by the “ brilliant.” It 
is a strict law of natural development in art also, that 
hills and valleys alternate. The external, the technical, 
the mechanical, the acquirable came to the front j—the 
intellectual retired. People soon enthused over this 
product of the spirit of the age, and the public, the 
worst tyrant on God’s earth, demanded it imperiously. 
What signified in those days the content? Nothing at 
all 1 A brilliant piano piece, bewitching tone-effects,— 
these were the first requirements. 
The chief representative of the “ brilliant style ” was 
Sioismund Thalberg. He played correctly but coldly. 
The aristocratic smoothness exerted a fascinating charm, 
but not for long. Thalberg’s laurels withered quite 
speedily. He was not old when he died, and yet he had 
outlived himself. 
An exceptional place among the great virtuosi of this 
past epoch may be assigned to Henselt. A thoroughly 
effective, far and wide-reaching style of playing dis¬ 
tinguished him. He possessed feeling and sentiment, 
and a fine sensiblity for pleasing tone-effects. 
Unfortunately Henselt withdrew himself prematurely 
from the public in general, and many a one who heard 
him formerly, would not believe that he still lives. 
(Since died). 
Franz Liszt, the king of pianists, whose revered 
name is for all time indissolubly bound up with the piano, 
combines in himself, as universal genius, all schools 
and styles, although, in his triumphal marches he dared 
not scorn to offer sacrifice at the altar of “ brilliancy.” 
Many of his numerous compositions contain, first and | 
foremost, “ all that can charm; ” on the other hand, 
his transcriptions, particularly of Schubert’s Songs, are 
furnished with “all that is charming.” These alone 
would secure to the master a place of honor in our 
music literature. A sharper contest has probably never 
existed than between Thalberg’s academical correctness 
and Liszt’s impetuous geniality. There, rippling waves; 
here, surging billows ; so one pictures to himself, 
according to the reports of their contemporaries, the 
playing of the two Coryphaei, “ Geibel characterized 
once the triumvirate, Liszt, Henselt and Thalberg, by 
the following verses: 
Liszt sweeps past on the wild storm’s wing, Henselt 
revels in flowers of Spring, Thalberg carves in ivory 
fine. 
Programme No. 5. 
1. MUZIO CLEMENTI. 
Born 1752, Rome, died 1832, near London. 
Sonata, B flat major. 
2. JOHN FIELD. 
Born 1782, Dublin,died 1837, Moscow. 
Nocturnes E flat major, A major, B flat major. 
3. JOHANN NFPOMUK HUMMEL. 
Born 1778, Pressburjr, died 1837, Weimar. 
Rondo, B miuor. 
4. IGNAZ MOSCHELES. 
Born 1794, Prague, died 1870, Leipzig. 
Etudes Characteristiques, 
Reconciliation, Junon, 
Conte d’enfant. 
5. ADOLPH HENSELT. 
Born 1814, Schwabach, Bavaria, lives in Petersburg. (Since died). 
Po6me d’ainour. Berceuse, Liebeslied. 
La fontaine, Schmerz im Gltlck. 
Etude, “ If I were a Bird. 
6. SIGISMUND THALBERG. 
Born 1812, Geneva, died 1871, Naples. 
Etude A minor. Don Juan Fantasie. 
FRANZ LISZT. 
Born 1811,Hungary, lives in Weimar. (Since died.) 
D flat major Etude. Yalse Caprice. 
Consolations (E major, D flat major) 
Au bord d’uue source. 
Rhapsodies hongroises (Nos. 6 and 12). 
4 8o;r6o8 musicales (nach Rossini). 
Trans. Schubert Songs—Auf dem Wasser zu singen, 
Serenade—Ei 1 King. 
Soiree de Vienne (A major). 
Fantasie—“ Robert le diable.” 
In the year 1829 Chopin came to Vienna. He was 
recognized as a “ meteor,” and amazed every one. That 
was all. And again he wandered on and turned his 
steps toward Paris, the Eldorado of executive art fifty 
years ago—the asylum for the outcast and persecuted. 
The disorders of the time forced Chopin also to flee his 
Fatherland. He made his first appearance in Paris in 
1831. The utterly new melodies he sang won for him 
the fashion-regulating world of the “Salon.” The 
melancholy songs of a solitary wanderer, sad tales of 
the sufferings of an oppressed race, formed the ground¬ 
work for his reveries on the piano. He became the 
rage! The paths to bravour and brilliancy a la Herz 
and Kalkbrenner were soon deserted. All followed 
the luminous footsteps of the genial visionary. Ger¬ 
many, too, was astonished partly, in fact, overpowered, 
as well. One felt the irresistible might, the fascinating 
power of these strange tones, and trembled for the life 
of the then-existing style, and with cause. For much 
crumbled into ruins through Chopin’s influence; that 
something unspeakably beautiful arose in its place was, 
of course, not observed until a later date. Louis Kuorr 
and Clara Wieck first introduced the stranger to Leip¬ 
zig ; the former played, in 1831, the variations on “ La 
ci darem” (“Reach me thy hand, Don Juan”) and 
Clara, two years later, the Finale from the E minor Con¬ 
certo. Very critical was Fink’s report of this last, in 
the “ Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung.” R. Schumann 
was an eloquent advocate of Chopin ; a zealous oppo¬ 
nent, Ludwig Rellstab, who, about that time (1830 to 
1840), once maintained “ if a scholar should bring the 
teacher a piece by Chopin, he ought, as a conscientious 
teacher, to tear the notes to pieces.” If ever any one 
deserved the name “tone-poet,” it was Chopin. He 
touched strings which had never vibrated before, nor, 
indeed, since. He cared little for rules or forms, and 
the acquired learning is, in his works, only of secondary 
importance. From an original and abundant well of 
invention he drew his enchanting melodies and harmo¬ 
nic combinations. Without training in the style of any 
special “ school,” he moved freely according to the dic¬ 
tates of his natural gifts. For the piano, its technics, 
and everything connected with it, Chopin must be con¬ 
sidered the greatest, most fruitful, genius. Even the 
smallest leaf in his beautiful, freely worked-out ara¬ 
besques can be traced back to the motive power of the 
poetic idea ; he never aimed at mere bravour : his world 
does not revolve about the two poles—“ to please, or to 
displease.” 
The onee homeless stranger is now everywhere at 
home. The banished sufferer wore in his life a crown of 
thorns ; a grateful posterity has woven for him a wreath 
of laurels. Still, in his early manhood, he was called 
away to the land of eternal harmony. 
He came, won all hearts, and—died. 
Programme No. 6. 
FREDERIC CHOPIN, 
Born March 1st, 1809, near Warsaw; died October 17th, 1849, Paris. 
Fantasie, F minor. 
Preludes, E minor, A major, A flat major, B flat minor, D flat minor, 
D minor, Barcarolle. 
Waltzes—A-flat major, Op. 34, A minor, A flat major, Op. 42. 
Impromptus—F sharp major, G flat major. 
Scherzo—B minor. 
Nocturnes—D flat major, G major, C minor. 
Mazurkas—B minor, F sharp minor, O major, B flat minor. 
Ballades—G minor, F major, A flat major, F minor. 
Sonata—B flat minor, Berceuse. 
Polonaises—F sharp minor, C minor, A flat major. 
This “ school,” belonging to recent times, makes 
itself noticeable, in the first place, through freshness 
and naive spontaneity, and, next, through a really aston¬ 
ishing knowledge of all musical acquisitions of other 
cultivated nations; further, one must specially call 
attention to the striking security in all technical points, 
to which belong, first of all, the ease in handling modern 
counterpoint. All that which countless musicians ac¬ 
quire only with infinite painstaking, or, perhaps, not 
even then, is mastered by these representatives of the 
young Russian “ school ” with astonishing facility. How 
far this “ school ” will succeed in attaining that influ¬ 
ence which many hope for it, the future alone can de¬ 
cide. Every one must concede the fact, that this “ new 
Russian school” has arisen in its strength, and gives 
bright promise for what it may yet accomplish. 
Programme No. 7. 
L FREDERIC CHOPIN. 1809-1849. 
Eleven Etudes. 
2. A. RUBINSTEIN. 
Born November 30th, 1830, in IVechwotynez; in Bessarabien. 
1. Sonata, F major. 
2. Theme and var. (from O minor Sonata). 
3. Scherzo (from A minor Sonata). 
3. MICHAEL GLINKA. 
Born 1804, near Selna, died 1857. 
Tarantelle, Barcarolle, Souvenir di Mazurka. 
4. MILY ALEXEJEWITSCH BALAKIREFF. 
Born 1836, Nischni; Novgorod. 
Scherzo, Mazurka, Islamd. 
5. PETER TSCHAIKOWSKY. 
Born December 25th, 1840, in Gouvernment Perm. 
Chant sans paroles, Valse, Romance, Scherzo & la Russe. 
6. CESAR CUI. 
Born 1835, WilDa. 
Scherzo, Polonaise. 
7. RIMSKY KORSAKOFF. 
Born 1844, Tichwin. 
Etude, Novellette, Yalse. 
8. ANATOLE LIADOFF. 
Etude, Intermezzo. 
9. NICOLAUS RUBINSTEIN. 
Born 1835, Moscow, died 1881, Paris. 
Foulllet d’ Album, Valse. 
The object of all study is to learn how to study. It is 
somewhat singular that our schools and teachers do not 
make more of that point in attracting business. Ifit be¬ 
came evident that the pupils of any one teacher were able 
m a little while to study entirely alone, that teacher would 
soon be overwhelmed with business. After all, pupils 
go on year after year, and how little they know. The 
first thing the teacher should do is to appeal to the intel- 
hgence of the pupil, and such appeal should be first, last 
and all the time. Then, if the pupil has any mind to 
work upon he will become able to think for himself.— 
1 he Vocalist 
The importance of using the finger marked lies more 
in the necessity of using always the same finger than of 
using the right one, for, even if the finger were not 
exactly correct, a certain amount of skill would be 
obtained by constantly using the same one. Now if 
^ehed ® fiTng«r 18 -t le n£ht 0ne’ the best resalt w‘l* be 
reached. In fingering of a note the relation it bears to 
Work alone makes a man happy 
view a completed task well done) It 
for greater efforts.—Thalton Blake. 
It is a pleasure to 
breeds ambitions 
1. 
Dropping the Dampers 
—' at the instant of striking. 
Raising the Dampers 
' with the note. 
Edited by Hatter Bacon. 
Chant du Voyageur. 
wvSong of the Voyagers. 
J. J. PADEREWSKI 
Op. 8. NO 3. 
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(A) This is one of the most beautiful of all the shorter pieces for the piano. It is especially valuable as illus¬ 
trating the advantages of exact pedaling. 
(B) Press the pedal on the half beat and drop the dampers upon the strings at the instant of striking 
each beat of the bar, This latter movement of the foot must be gentle, though sudden. Bear in mind 
that the use of the symbol is not generally obligatory.lt is employed here simply as( an example on 
an instrument of fine capacity the tempo may be some what slower. 
(C) A two voiced theme in which each should be given its just value. 
(D) Beginning here the pedal is to be used instantly with the first note of the arpeggiated chord and 
for uniformity also with the octave, (in the simpler arrangement the pedaling continues the same 
as at B ) No rests are indicated with the pedaling for such passages.The change must be madeasquick. 
ly as it is possible to move the foot. 
Copyright 1892, by Theo.Presser. 
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The sustaining pedal is clearly indispensable here although with the F sharp the octaves may be play, 
ed with the right hand. In this episode to the reccurence of the theme following thej^ and the Diminu 
endo, each eighth may be pedaled offer the stroke. 
(F) The soprano may predominate slightly. From here to the close is practically a repetition. 
Song of the Voyagers. 3. 
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Little Love Song. 
Lento con espressione. (J1. »s.) 
4 
C. Bohm.Op.169. 
Some changes have been made in the disposition of the parts to fit the pi^Tfor small handl a o 
the key has been changed from B major. ’ n 
(A) A very full rich tone, a dignified noble delivery of the melody, and a careful use of the damner 
pedal, are the requirements. v 
If found easier the right hand may play the last three notes of the left hand part 
(C) There is an inner meiody, as well as an outer one here; added to these is the sustained harmonies 
of the left hand. The damper pedal is invaluable here in linking together the chords and vivin* an 
aeolian, organ like effect. The two final bass notes are tied. K S 
Copyright 1892.by Theo Presser. 
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ROMANCE. 
Andantino. im.m. - 54.) 
J. Ruinmel. 
o rail. 
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(a) Give the left hand equal prominence with the right. 
(b) Some-what quicker. 
(C) The six final bars, on account of the duet between the hands, should be played with much care 
the singing tone and the legato ( a super legato) in both hands being carefully looked after 
Copyrigt)t!892,by Theo.Presser. 
7 
Romance. 2. 
8 To Harry J. Curtaz. San Fransisco. 
Danza Habanera. 
Tempo di danza. M.M.Jao8. . Theo. H.Northrup. 
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Danza Habanera.4. 
Danza Habanera.4. 
12 
Song of May 
CHANSON DE MAI 
Edited by. 
.Bichard ZecJcwer. 
Allegretto. (mmJ=96.) 
D. MAGNUS. Op.243. 
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Song of May.5. 
16 
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THE ETUDE 215 
AMONG THE MUSICAL JOURNALS AND 
PAPERS. 
Odds and Ends,—Scissors and Paste and Comment Galore. 
BY W. F. GATES. 
This comes from Canada (it is well to give credit 
where it is due): Under the contract said to be pend¬ 
ing Rubinstein would get $2500 per night. Patti 
receives from $3000 to $5000. Under these circum¬ 
stances may not Patti be likened to the virtuous woman 
of Proverbs in “that her price is far above Rubi’s? ” 
HELPS AND HINTS. 
Any piece does credit to a player that is well played. 
— Czerny. 
Success in a small style often leads to onesideness and 
mannerism.—Schumann. 
A writer in the Boston Musical Herald, in his criti¬ 
cism of J. E. Matthews’ “Manual of Musical History,” 
says “ a moderately full history of music in the English 
tongue, to occupy a middle place between such small 
outlines as Henderson’s, Langhan’s, and Fillmore’s 
books and the large volumes of Naumanu and others, is 
really needed; but Mr. Matthew’s 460 pages will not fill 
the aching void.” 
There is another gospel according to Mathews that 
the critic evidently has not seen, and that is W. S. B. 
Mathews’ “Popular History of Music.” It is to be 
hoped that the two authors will not be confounded, as it 
would be to the detriment of the latter, whose work, by 
the way, is the best student’s history to be had at .a 
reasonable price. Every student who wishes the name 
“musician” should possess this work unless a larger, 
such as Naumann's, is in his library. Mr. Mathews has 
clothed the skeleton of dates and names, such as Hunt’s 
history gives, with a form and outline full of instructive 
and interesting information concerning the lives and 
works of the great composers. 
A good history should be the second work in a stu¬ 
dent’s library (his Harmony being first), and from this 
he should gradually acquire a good selection of the 
standard biographies and critical works. 
* * 
* * * 
Many music pupils have trouble in counting steadily, 
especially where they have several bars’ rest. They 
should emulate the skill of the old musician that Walter 
Damrosch tells about in a recent article. This man, an 
old and experienced musician, played the bass drum in 
an orchestra. He had thoroughly mastered what is 
called the “ time ” of a certain composition. He knew 
that he had 367} bars to count before he would have to 
resume playing; so one evening, feeling very hungry, he 
did not hesitate to quietly leave the orchestra, counting 
the time as he went (1, 2, 3, 4, etc.), procured a sand¬ 
wich, and returned in time to resume his playing in the 
right place. If this incident occurred it must have been 
many years ago, for the discipline maintained in modern 
orchestras would not make such an episode possible. 
* * 
* * * 
My, my! How the New York Musical Courier does 
“sail into” the May number of Music. According to 
the New York man’s statement there is no good thing to 
be found therein. Meanwhile, Mr. Mathews goes calmly 
on and gives us the best musical magazine in the country. 
The animus of the whole matter seems to be, to one 
who reads between the lines, that the gentleman from 
New York fears he may have to divide some of his 
advertising patronage with the gentleman from Chicago. 
Yet the same paper will criticise critics for writing one¬ 
sided criticisms. In this case the gentleman of African 
descent who lingers in the accumulation of fuel is quite 
visible. 
Very good. Next! 
***** 
And now comes a sample of Southern concert criti¬ 
cism, which, though brief, is fearfully and wonderfully 
made. A Knoxville, Tenn., paper in reporting the 
playing of a local pianist says, “ Prof. Blank played two 
piano selections, one of his own composition and one of 
Chopin’s,—and old Chopin would have been jealous if 
he had been present.” 
* * 
* * * 
Here’s a sample of the general ignorance on the 
matter of violin construction : An Indiana editor, after 
a night of sleepless cogitation, evolves the following 
conundrum, to which he evidently desires the reader to 
answer “yes.” Can the mew-sic of a cat be accounted 
for by the number of fiddle strings she carries in her 
internal economy? 
THE MUSICAL JOURNAL IN THE HOME, 
No one at all observant would deny the influence of 
newspapers. Notice the difference between families 
that read them and those that keep them or are forced to 
keep them out of the house. The school teacher that 
reads his educational journal always makes a better 
teacher than does the one that never reads any of his 
professional publications. Notice the difference between 
the reading and non-reading teacher. The one, as a 
rule, is progressive; he hears of the outside world, its 
musical doings, its progress, and, whether he will or not, 
he gets into the current of progress. 
Again, hear the reading teacher in his conversation 
on music, hear him in his instructions, and notice the 
amount of intelligence he displays, while the non-reading 
teacher is forced to be silent for fear he might say a 
stupid thing. He feels he is in the presence of those that 
know something about the art. Still, there is another 
class of non-readers, those that are so ignorant that they 
are not even aware of the fact that they might say a 
foolish thing. Their conversation usually is a continuous 
strain of ignorant talk, totally unlike that of the reading 
teacher. Put a good journal of music into a reading 
household and notice the increased attention children 
pay to music. Notice how far more eager they are to 
learn, and how much quicker they understand the 
teacher’s instructions. Indeed, the good which a musical 
journal does in an intelligent household cannot be 
measured. A good musical journal is the teacher’s best 
friend; no intelligent teacher can afford to do without 
one ; no intelligent household ought to do without one. 
Music is the art of to-day. It is the most popular and 
the most widespread of all the arts. Great men and 
women have studied it and are delighted in practicing 
it; poets and lecturers talk about its influence; the 
condition of musical culture is improving, and every 
intelligent person ought to keep pace with it. People 
of refinement are expected to converse intelligently 
about music, and in order to do so they surely ought to 
read musical journals, for these furnish them with the 
latest and best news, and they ought to furnish them 
also with solid instruction. Every intelligent household 
owes it to itself to take a musical journal, and those 
that have read them no doubt will testify to the fact that 
the money thus invested pays good interest.—Brainard’s 
Musical World. 
The New York Sun said a good thing some time 
ago about the introduction of the word “ pianism ” into 
current reports of Paderewski’s playing. Henceforth 
we may expect to hear of violinism, Autism, harpism, 
’cellism, and even singism. To speak of a singer’s 
singism would only be less ridiculous than to speak of 
the organ player’s organism, which latter might be 
capable of slight misconstruction. 
* * 
* * * 
Here’s a good one that is going the rounds, and one 
may readily believe it of De Pachman: In playing 
Schumann’s “Vogel als Prophet,” when the last bar 
was reached he waved the air gently instead of playing 
the last notes, and, turning to the audience, remarked 
“ Ze birt has fleet avays.” 
FOUR HANDS IN SOLO LESSON GIVING. 
When placing a new piece before a pupil it has proved 
a good plan to proceed as follows: After having in¬ 
quired concerning the signature, tempo, etc., explained 
its character and meaning, and analyzed its phrases, 
make a duet of it, giving the pupil the left-hand part to 
play while the teacher plays the right, and then teacher 
taking the left-hand part, the pupil plays the right. 
It has been much more satisfactory to me than merely 
playing the piece over, calling attention to special points, 
for most pupils, even with the best intentions, forget 
part of what is told them, but when they have really 
done the work the ideas are firmly impressed on the 
| mind. The phrasing, being well understood, is learned 
i with less labor, and the piece is more thoroughly and 
] carefully practiced. E. Badger. 
Better play half a piece well, than half play a whole 
piece.—Musical Messenger. 
Many musicians who affect to know the most, prove 
to know the least.—Home Music Journal. 
He who is content with such attainments as he has 
made will rise no higher!—The Music Teacher. 
A man with fine capabilities has the absolute duty 
imposed on him of becoming something really superior.— 
Mendelssohn. 
When necessary, not only show the right way, but 
also the wrong way, that the difference may be more 
clearly seen. — Wm. C. Wright. 
Parents who fail to cultivate the musical gifts of their 
children deprive them, and through them the coming 
generations, of the moral and intellectual legacy which 
is due them.—Merz. 
Just as a writer who speaks to the heart is sure to 
please, so is a composer who gives the player something 
which he can play and enjoy himself and make others 
enjoy too.—Zelter. 
A mark that you love art and deserve its rewards is 
shown in laborious zeal that expends itself as long and 
willingly upon the detail as upon the whole of a great 
work.—Thomas Tapper. 
Don’t bring the weight of the arm and stiffened wrist 
to help the strength of the fingers in finger-passages. 
Play with the strength of the fingers alone. All else 
must be loose and easy.—T. C. Jeffers. 
Avery important quality is, that the player shall know 
how to listen properly to himself, and to judge of his own 
performance with accuracy. He who does not possess 
this acquirement is apt, when practicing alone, to spoil 
all that he has acquired correctly in the presence of his 
teacher.—Czerny. 
You hear an opera or oratorio, and when you go 
home you try to reproduce the effects as far as possible 
on your piano. So long as the memory can supply the 
surroundings you are still in the atmosphere of the full 
performance, but a week or a month passes by and the 
essential something has flown.—O. W. Miller. 
Sir Sterndale Bennett had thrown himself so heart 
and soul into the lesson, with all of his attention con¬ 
centrated in helping, encouraging, and fully understand¬ 
ing the pupil, that he, in fact, identified himself with the 
result; and he said himself, more than once, that it was 
not a mere lesson he gave, but an hour of his life, in the 
fullest sense of the word. 
Works belonging to the highest order of genius de¬ 
pend upon the rare combination of three distinct quali¬ 
ties—(1) Invention, (2) Expression, (3) Concentration. 
Speaking generally we may say that Beethoven and 
Mozart possessed all three; Mendelssohn the second 
and third in the highest degree ; Schumann the first and 
third; Schubert the first and second.—Haweis. 
The question is not whether we study very many sub¬ 
jects, nor, as regards art, whether our knowledge ex¬ 
tends over a large surface of the special department or 
section in which we work. No ; the question is to select 
certain points which we feel to have special value for 
our particular individuality, and dig and delve there 
until we get all that can possibly be got there, deep 
down below the surface.—Annie Steinecke Clarke. 
Buy yourselves good books, for these will be among 
your best friends. The man who reads and stores his 
mind with knowledge is his own best company. The 
richer your mind becomes the happier you will become 
in your professional work, the greater will be the pleas¬ 
ure of acquiring knowledge. Its possession alone 
makes you independent. Never overlook the fact that 
character and learning are the keys which open to you 
the doors of the best society.—Merz. 
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NIELS W. GADE. 
BY J. S. VAN CLEVE. 
The spirit of eclecticism which pervades the art and 
science of the nineteenth century is nowhere more con¬ 
spicuous than in the art of music. The whole world is 
ransacked to secure new and characteristic themes, and 
regions hitherto remote from art centres, such as Russia 
and Scandinavia, have .set their strange flowers to be 
woven in the parti-colored coronal of the modern Muse. 
The Scandinavian school of' composers, illustrated by 
such names as Svendsen, Grieg, Jensen, and Gade, has 
come into the foreground with its quaint, wild, tender 
and stormy music, and distinguished composers of other 
nations, such as Hoffman and Rheinberger, have produced 
large works reflecting the local color of Scandinavian 
life. Among these Norse personalities there is none 
more genial or original than that of Neils W. Gade, 
lately deceased, who, born at Copenhagen in 1817, at¬ 
tained distinction at the age of twenty-four, receiving a 
royal prize and stipend for his Ossian overture, a bounty 
which, in this case, was not, as is usually the fate of set 
prizes, a flask of water poured upon sand, but the shed¬ 
ding of dew upon a genuine flowering plant of the Muses' 
garden. He was early associated with Mendelssohn as 
assistant director, and was by him introduced to the 
German public. In 1848, however, he returned perma¬ 
nently to his native Denmark. His early works show 
traces of Mendelssohn’s influence, while in his later com¬ 
positions there is a tinge of Schumannism. 
His music, however, is abundantly original, and if not 
marked by that vigor and forceful inventiveness now 
demanded of composers, it is chaste and spontaneous and 
abounds in wholesome nourishment for the finer musical 
sense. He has produced seven symphonies, five over¬ 
tures, two sonatas for piano and violin, a number of can¬ 
tatas, such as the “ Message of Spring ” and “ Erl-King’s 
Daughter,” chamber music in various forms, many vocal 
solos, a sonata for piano-forte solo in E minor, and many 
other pieces, among which the Aquarellen or water-color 
sketches may be named as the best. 
LESSON GLEAMINGS, 
BY J. HENRY ROBERTS. 
The art of music teaching, in a general sense, appa¬ 
rently does not differ materially from other branches of 
education, as regards explanatory details, and tact re¬ 
quired to place the merits of a given subject intelligibly 
before pupils. 
To simply instruct a pupil in the devices necessary to 
overcome mechanical difficulties, without analyzing the 
subjects of a lesson thoroughly in a deliberate and con¬ 
cise manner, is surely pursuing a method which will lead 
to the least practical results, and will cast a shadow of 
doubtful appreciation and a vague understanding over 
future lessons. 
How many teachers, at the right time, take the trouble 
to fully explain the relative values of notes, different 
kinds of time, tempo, and accent, construction of major 
and minor scales, melodic and harmonic modes, and 
urge their constant practice in similar and contrary di¬ 
rection, octaves, thirds and sixths, single and double, as 
well as the chromatic scale in its various styles ; enforce 
strict discipline in the fingering of all passages and 
chords in their different positions ; explain harmonic re¬ 
lations, ever urging the importance of diligent arpeggio 
and broken-chord practice ; give the pupil a practical 
knowledge of movement marks, as indicated by the 
metronome ; how to pronounce the foreign words used in 
a study or piece ; have the pupil count aloud, until inde¬ 
pendence is reached in time and blending of tones; play 
the lessons over for the pupil, and draw vivid pictures as 
to what this or that passage means, as compared to real 
life, or surrounding objects; select graded studies and 
musical works in general, to correspond with the pupil’s 
advancement; avoid a monotonous and dull system of 
study, and try hard, by hard thinking, to devise a thous¬ 
and different ways to interest and develop the minds and 
technique of their pupils? 
How many pupils, if any, do you lose each year, 
fellow-teacher, by taking life too easy at the piano, while 
giving lessons ? 
Do you sometimes lose a pupil, in what appears to be 
a mysterious way to you ? If so, perhaps by looking mat¬ 
ters over carefully, it will not be long ere the apparent 
mystery proves to be a revelation of some kind, pertain¬ 
ing to your personal character, or method of teaching. 
Do we, as teachers, question our pupils enough, to test 
their musical progress ? Do we impart information to 
them, without giving them an opportunity to develop 
their own individual perceptions? Is it not advisable to 
give a student in mathematics a problem to solve as best 
he can, to draw out his energies and sharpen his ideas, 
thus expanding his intellectual capacity, and increasing 
his fondness for study ? Why should a pupil not work 
in a like manner, for himself, in musical problems? 
Is it not well to choose a musical subject at times, and 
analyze its complexities in detail, and request the pupil, 
after critical questioning, to prepare a written statement, 
in his own words, as to the substance of lesson given, 
adding any new ideas which may occur to him, that may 
strictly belong to the subject under discussion, and pre¬ 
sent the same for perusal on the next lesson-day ? The 
writer has found such a plan to be really a good one for 
developing the memory of pupils, and laying a solid 
foundation of musical principles. 
DECORATE THE PARLOR PIANO. 
The magic skill of modern decorators has vanquished 
the formidable aggressiveness even of the parlor piano. 
Formerly pianos were most obstinately, hopelessly angu¬ 
lar objects in a pretty parlor, positively refusing to lend 
themselves to any scheme of decoration. But even a 
piano has possibilities, and since these possibilities have 
been discovered and realized the piano is the keynote ot 
the whole decorative scheme. Of course, in all city 
parlors, an upright piano is used, and instead of being 
set back against the wall, like a child in disgrace, it is 
now turned out into the room almost at right angles, 
which is decidedly more agreeable to the performer. 
The back of the instrument is then draped with some 
beautiful material, hanging like a curtain to the floor. 
Sometimes a plain piece of Roman sheeting is used, a 
silken damask or Pompadour velvet with the main color 
in harmony with the room. Some ladies introduce a 
small picture or bit of embroidery in one upper corner, 
around which the drapery is hung gracefully, or clever 
needlewomen embroider the whole drapery in quaint, 
odd designs. A scarf of silk harmonizing with the hang¬ 
ing at the back falls over the top of the piano, and there 
are candelabra or some light piece of bric-a-brac that 
will not rattle when the instrument is in use. Such are 
the possibilities of a piano as an object of decorative art, 
but wonderful indeed are its possibilities in another 
direction. Placed near a bay window, it shuts in the 
cosiest lovers’ nest imaginable. Soft-cushioned win¬ 
dow seats that have room for just two—intuitive seats 
they might be called—are hidden thus away completely 
from the cold, cruel world. Little couches may be hid¬ 
den in the shadow of such a piano when rich hangings 
fall from a corner window. Or a delightful tea corner 
is made with a screen for a doorway, and soft divans 
and dim lights inside. 
Or the back of the piano may be hung with a soft 
shade of yellow, brocaded with dull green leaves and 
flowers. Against this a little tea table can be placed, 
with its dainty belongings, and a low chair beside it. 
A yellow-cushioned divan can extend entirely around 
this corner, lighted by the soft radiance of a lamp with a 
pale green shade, and piled high with a baker’s dozen 
of pillows—large and small and medium—with bright 
silken covers. 
Among other new decorative articles are the new 
jewel-embroidered frames, cushions, and spreads. Of 
course, it is to be expected that these popular jewels 
should be promoted from dress to needlework. The 
favorite material for this work is rich brocaded silk or 
velvet, and the original design of the brocade is covered 
with the jewels and silken stitches. Girdles, sachets, 
epaulettes, and fillets for the hair are made effectively of 
this kind of work, as well as decorative articles for the 
house. Photograph frames are embroidered in gold 
bullion, interspersed with jewels, and book covers are 
very attractive with imitations of metal clasps and 
corners wrought in gold thread and jewels. Cotton 
handkerchiefs have the most prominent parts of the de¬ 
sign covered with this jeweled work. The designs,when 
embroidered, are cut out and appliqued on to rich ma¬ 
terial. The newest tea cosey is made of fluffy white 
frieze, lined with flannel and embroidered with an ap- 
propriate motto. Much more dainty are the coseys for 
slipping over a dish of hot cakes. They are round in 
shape and a trifle larger than the dish they are to cover. 
They are thickly wadded and covered with soft silk, 
drawn up in a full rosette at the top. 
EOR THE SAKE OF ART OR PERSONAL 
VANITY—WHICH ? 
Herbert Spencer justly remarks: “It is a curious 
fact that among mental as among bodily acquisitions, 
the ornamental comes before the useful—that knowledge 
which conduces to personal well-being has been post¬ 
poned to that which brings applause.” 
This seems strange, and yet, it is true. 
When we consider the millions of dollars that are ex¬ 
pended annually in pianos and organs, in musical instruc¬ 
tion and foreign languages, to the utter neglect of really 
useful and practical knowledge, such as “The Science of 
Life,” we wonder at the inconsistency of our boasted 
civilization. 
Fashion, that tyrannical goddess, at whose shrine the 
whole world worships, has declared that no young lady’s 
education is complete without some knowledge of the 
piano. (The reader must bear in mind that every pupil, 
however young or small, is styled a young lady. What 
a pity we have so few girls and boys !) The natural re¬ 
sult is, that a majority of these “young ladies” take 
music lessons without the least regard to talent or incli¬ 
nation, and consider the practicing as a mere drudgery. 
Content with performing a few easy and flashy pieces, 
they consider all further study superfluous. Classical 
music is generally regarded as mere exercise, because 
they have no comprehension of the beauty of melody or 
harmony. Who is to blame for this ? It is hard to de¬ 
cide. A music teacher is engaged—usually a young lady 
—whose qualifications consist in playing a few brilliant 
pieces on the piano and singing popular ballads or sen¬ 
timental love songs. It is the same old story. Every¬ 
thing is for display ; no matter how empty the brain may 
be, the world must think you accomplished. The fact 
is, it must pay. If a conscientious teacher of experience 
is engaged, he has to come down to the standard of 
popular taste, however earnestly he may labor to culti¬ 
vate a higher appreciation of music among his pupils. 
One thing seems to be defective in the average American 
young lady—this is what the Germans call der Schon- 
heitsinn (the sense of the beautiful in music and art). 
True, when we look back just twenty-five years and 
compare the results gained in that time with those of 
former years, we cannot but congratulate ourselves on 
the great progress of musical culture. Another great 
drawback to pupils in the want of supervision of their 
practice. Pupils generally regard the practice of tech¬ 
nical studies as exceedingly troublesome, and will take 
every advantage to neglect the practice of them. The 
constant craving for novelties is strongly engrafted in the 
American nation. It manifests itself in music as well as 
in dress, and while it greatly benefits the music trade it 
does much harm to the pupils and to music as an art. 
The pupil has hardly mastered a piece before another is 
commenced, which in turn is superseded, and so on un¬ 
til she has enough to set up a small music store, and yet 
she is not able to play half a dozen pieces correctly. 
Who is to blame? Sometimes the teachers, but oftener 
the parents and pupils themselves. 
The average American has an eminently practical 
mind. “Will it pay?” is the first consideration; and 
for every outlay, be it in money, brains, or labor of any 
kind, he expects quick returns. It is the same in the 
mercantile, political, or social realms, and this is the 
reason why we have not more artists in this country. 
Rubinstein said truly, “ The country is yet too rich to 
produce good artists. ’ ’ This incessant craving for acqui¬ 
sition of wealth has destroyed the finest talents. Let us 
hope for a better state. Already the American prima 
donnas have superseded the European in many a great 
city, and the prospect looks promising for a rich harvest 
in musical celebrities.—American Art Journal. 
ON KEEPING A PIANO. 
“The care of a piano must be begun the moment the 
piano enters your house,” a piano maker said, “ and to 
be effective it calls for the employment of some good 
common sense. If it be an upright piano, do not stand 
it close to the wall, unless you prefer to have the tone 
muffled. It will sound best across a corner of the 
room. Keep a piano in the winter in the coolest part of 
die room, not exposed, of course, to frost or dampness. 
The hot sun, particularly when shining on the piano 
through _ glass, will sometimes blister the varnish. 
Neither is it good to keep the instrument in a dark part 
of the room, as the ivory keys are more likely to grow 
yellow, and there is also greater danger of moths. 
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THIRDS AND SIXTHS. 
BY TONIC. 
The musicians are mostly back from their vacation now, 
and those who have been to Europe have not yet finished 
telling of their experiences. All this winter you will 
observe them deftly leading the conversation up to the 
point where they break in with, “ When I was in 
Europe-.” 
My friend X. went this summer to study witli a cele¬ 
brated piano teacher in Berlin. In telling me about him 
he said: “ Well, he is a good musician and a delightful 
gentleman; but, after all, he’s not so good a teacher as 
Y. in Boston.” This goes to substantiate the claim I’ve 
always made, viz., that we have the best piano teachers in 
the world in the United States. The progress we have 
made in the last ten years is almost marvelous, 
* * 
* * * 
American teachers are fearless in the presence of a new 
idea; they are not afraid of trying new methods; in the 
best sense of the word, their methods are experimental- 
They are not ultra-conservative. If a new thing comes 
up they give it a trial; they do not condemn it because it 
is new. To be sure, we make more mistakes here on 
account of our wandering from the beaten track ; but, on 
the other hand, we “ catch on ” to a great many things 
our European colleagues miss. 
One difference between the Europeans and ourselves is 
well illustrated by a remark I heard a Yankee make. He 
was arguing with an Englishman and was trying to illus¬ 
trate the characteristic difference betweeen the two nations. 
“ I tell you,” said he, “this is how it is: English people 
get right, and then go ahead ; while we go ahead, and get 
right afterward.” 
Of course, much can be said on both sides of the question 
of conservatism versus radicalism; but take musicians as 
a class, and they are too conservative. They would be 
better off if they used their brains a little more instead of 
Ranging on to the mental coat-tails of some more or less 
great musician. 
X. had a funny thing happen to him the other day. It 
seems that he read a paper at the M. T. N. A. meeting in 
Cleveland this year, and the “Musical Runner” sent him 
a copy of their “ valuable paper,” containing a full ac¬ 
count of the meeting, his name and essay title being 
heavily underscored with red pencil. Enclosed was a 
pathetic request for his subscription. Byron says, “A 
pleasure ’tis to see one’s name in print;” and under the 
delicious excitement of the moment, X. drew his check¬ 
book toward him to fill out the price, when, on another 
page, he happened to catch an item not underscored by 
red pencil, which read thus : “ The essays at the meeting 
were an intolerable nuisance, and should be sternly sup¬ 
pressed at all future meetings of the M. T. N. A.” Thus 
the “ Musical Runner” lost a prospective subscriber. 
INTELLIGENT PRACTICE. 
A great many pupils fail to become good players 
simply through lack of intelligent practice. They may 
have talent and a good teacher, but unless they concen¬ 
trate the mind on the work in hand, whether it be a 
finger exercise or a Beethoven, sonata, they will never 
become successful players. There is no study that 
requires more thought than the study of music. There 
are sometimes pupils who are successful in other studies, 
but in the study of music their mind seems to be a blank. 
No doubt this is due to lack of musical talent, and if so, 
it is a waste of time and money for them to take music 
lessons. There are, however, talented pupils, who 
sometimes fail to come up to the expectations of parents 
and teachers, simply from lack of intelligent practice. 
They intend to do all they can to become good players. 
They practice a great many hours each day, but do not 
seem to accomplish much. Their practice is purely 
mechanical. They keep their fingers moving, but the 
mind is not concentrated on the work. Such practice is 
worse than useless. They must learn to practice with 
the mind as well as the fingers, and study the music 
lesson as they would a problem in mathematics, and if 
they do not succeed in becoming artists they will, at 
least, become intelligent musicians. 
Fred. A. Williams. 
SOMETHING FOR STUDENTS. 
Pupils expect marvelous results from their exertions ; 
hence when the golden gates that lead to the Elysian 
fields do not open by dealing forth a few persistent 
strokes, discouragement comes over them, they begin 
to weaken and lose interest. One of the most difficult 
lessons to learn is, that only after a tremendous and con¬ 
tinued effort, do we attain anything like satisfactory re¬ 
sult. Inaccuracies, blunderings, false notes, inequali¬ 
ties seem often to grow as we practice. It is the exact¬ 
ing judgment that has been growing. The most startling 
imperfections are often apparent only after long practice. 
It was our discerning powers that were asleep, and al¬ 
lowed the most glaring faults to run wild in our playing. 
To up root any evil that has once imbedded itself in our 
playing, requires a slice out of our life’s exertion to ex¬ 
tirpate it. How very apt pupils are to be careless in re¬ 
gard to contracting bad habits. Some show heroic pluck 
in fighting off an evil habit that has been formed, and 
while they are doing this with one, another, much worse, 
perhaps, is silently winding its coil around. Pliny has 
a few lines on the force of habit which we cannot refrain 
from copying. He writes : 
“Habit is at first but a silken thread, 
Fine as the light-winged gossamers that sway 
In the warm sunbeams of a summer’s day; 
A shallow streamlet, rippling o’er its bed; 
A tiny sapling, ere its roots are spread ; 
A yet unhardened thorn upon thespray; 
A lion’s whelp that hath not scented prey ; 
A little smiling child obedient led. 
Beware! that thread may bind thee as a chain; 
That streamlet gather to a fatal sea; 
That sapling spread into a gnarled tree; 
That tlioru, grown hard, may wound and give thee pain; 
That playful whelp his murderous fangs reveal; 
That child, a giant, crush thee ’neath his heel.” 
Chopin, the great pianist and composer, used to say to 
his pupils that he never practiced more than four hours 
a day, but that these were carefully and methodically 
employed. 
Those who can devote a great part of their best time 
to practice, with a view to professional excellence, may 
adopt Chopin’s plan, with here and there another hour 
added. 
Pupils whose school duties keep them from home be¬ 
tween 9 A. M. and 4 p. m., should not practice more than 
two hours and a half a day, nor less than an hour and a 
half. In both cases they should make it a rule to have 
from ten minutes to half an hour’s practice before going 
to school. With a little energy this can be accomplished 
with perfect comfort and incalculable advantage to the 
acquisition of the art. 
This morning practice should consist exclusively of 
daily studies ; that is, five-finger exercises, scales, three 
and four-toned arpeggios, trills, and octaves, according 
to stage of advancement. 
Remember, however, that nothing is accomplished, 
and probably much harm done, if these exercises are 
imperfectly or listlessly gone through with, just to fill 
the time; but they will help wonderfully if practiced 
with the constantly thoughtful purpose of making the 
exercises more perfect, in evenness and fluency rather 
than rapidity, at first. 
When you take up the study of music, do not set out 
with the idea that it is to furnish you entertainment. 
You will find that its true enjoyment consists in its 
earnest study and the progress that you feel you are 
making. Thus you will in a short time furnish much 
greater entertainment both to others and to yourself. 
Make your teacher feel that you understand this, and 
that yon propose to adhere to it ; he will then enjoy 
giving you lessons, do more for you from principle, and 
be able to do more for you.—Goldbeck. 
The more your natural musical taste becomes culti¬ 
vated, the more will you learn to despise vulgar and trashy 
musical compositions. The demand for worthless musi¬ 
cal compositions will abate commensurate with the in¬ 
crease of musical enlightenment among the people. The 
great strength of a true work of art lies in its lasting 
power. Its beauty does not send forth brilliant corusca¬ 
tions of light, which tire and dazzle the beholder, because 
they are as startling as evanescent; but it eternally burns 
with a divine glow, which literally feeds the souls of gen¬ 
erations after generations of men. It seems to me that 
the classic compositions can never be studied too much. 
The more you study them, the more you understand and 
enjoy their exhaustless beauties. Take any one of the 
musical classics. Every time you go to it you will find 
some new beauty, or new form of a beauty, which you 
had not previously recognized. In truth, ihey are deep 
wells of imagination and intellect which we should as¬ 
siduously try to fathom that we may subject them to our 
own emotions and understandings, and thereby elevate 
ourselves and all mankind. You could not pay a more 
fit and grateful tribute to the memory of a great composer 
than to study and appreciate the works which he has be¬ 
queathed you as a legacy. 
Berlioz’s First Effort.—An indomitable will, that 
first necessity when anything great is to be achieved, ex¬ 
hibited itself in full force when his father, strictly for¬ 
bidding him to continue his musical illusions at the 
expense of his medical studies, withdrew the small sum 
allowed for his subsistence, in orderto force him to give 
up what he not only thought an unremunerating, useless 
pursuit, but what his pious mother, from fear of the con¬ 
tact in which it might engage Berlioz with the stage and 
with its unholy priestesses, condemned to such an extent, 
that, when he would not give in and abandon the career 
which he had chosen, she actually cursed him. Left at 
last to his own resources, he solicited the place of a 
chorister. Having to compete with three or four other 
poor men, he vanquished his competitors by reading at 
sight anything they laid before him, and singing from 
memory a whole scene he had heard at the opera. Of 
course the weaver and the blacksmith were beaten, and 
he received the official nomination to the post, which 
brought him £2 a month! 0 n this splendid appointment 
he associated himself with another student who had 
about as much. They spent about 25 shillings a month 
each, and with two pupils sent by Providence to increase 
his “ economies,” he began a life of luxury by buying a 
piano, a real piano, for £4. I give all these details in 
the hope that they may encourage a gifted but not wealthy 
young man to continue the struggle of life if he feelB a 
real vocation, and not to be daunted by unavoidable 
difficulties. The great event of Berlioz’s private life was 
his becoming acquainted with Miss Smithson, and with 
Shakspeare, whose “Ophelia” she introduced to the 
Paris public. He says that the dramatic genius of her 
performance can only be compared to the revolution 
which Shakspeare’s works produced in him. “ The light¬ 
ning which, with a sublime enlightenment, opened for 
me the heaven of art, illuminated at the same time the 
most distant depths. In Shakspeare I recognized the 
real grandeur, the true beauty, the real dramatic truth.” 
Thalberg makes the remark, which cannot be too 
often repeated, that players generally perform too fast, 
and think they have accomplished much by exhibiting a 
great finger agility. It is a great fault to play too fast. 
To conduct a simple fugue of three or four parts in mod¬ 
erate time, and interpret it properly, exacts and evinces 
more talent, in point of style and correctness, than the 
execution of the most brilliant, most rapid, and most 
complicated piano solo. It is much more difficult than 
is supposed not to hurry and not to play too fast. 
Play’ing a piece straight through and through is not 
practicing it; that is simply reading it. When you take 
up a piece to learn, ask yourself the following questions : 
What is the name of it ? By whom is it written ? What 
opus of the author is it? Whatform of composition is it, 
whether air and variations, tarantelle, sonata, or fan¬ 
tasies What scale is it in? then play that scale tore- 
fresh your memory with the fingering. What time is it 
in? then analyze as many measures as are necessary to 
prove to yourself that you can count it. Now play it 
slowly through, striking no note until you have found it, 
and not omitting to count a single measure. Then com¬ 
mence practicing by piece-meal,—in small portions— 
stopping at the difficult passages till they are conquered. 
Much time is lost by playing the easier measures as many 
times as the harder ones. When you have practiced one 
or two hours upon the piece, lay it aside until later in the 
day or until the next day, and practice some study or old 
piece ; the mind is rested by the change. Practice from 
one to three hours every day upon the piece, according 
to the number of hours you practice per day, and ac¬ 
cording to the difficulty of the piece. When you can 
play it easily and steadily through, commence to ob¬ 
serve every mark of expression. This done, look to 
see what movement the piece is in, and, if it is metro- 
nomized, bring it up to the required rapidity. If it is 
not metronomized, and you have not yet sufficient know¬ 
ledge or movements to trust your own judgment, consult 
your teacher or some other musician. 
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LETTERS TO PUPILS. 
BY JOHN S. VAN CI.EVE. 
Qdes.—Should the finger be raised before striking the 
note, or after? q. s., Knoxville, Tenn. 
Ans.—Your question forms a very suitable text for a 
lecture on the subject of touch, but I will not go very far 
into that. I will criticise your question from this par¬ 
ticular point—that you should have said not “note,” 
but “ key.” A “ note ” is a printed character of ink on 
the surface of paper; that is, usually it is on paper, 
though it might be upon brass, blackboard, or any other 
form of writing which the printer might choose. A 
“tone” is a musical sound. Don’t say the note “A” 
unless you mean the particular visible sign; still worse 
is it to call the keys of a pianoforte or organ “notes.” 
Very well, then ; suppose your question be : “Should 
the finger be lifted before or after striking the key?” 
My answer is, neither and both. Your question confuses 
two entirely separate ideas. 
First, shall the finger be lifted before striking? That 
is a question of touch. Second, shall they be lifted after 
striking? That is a question of phrasing. Touch is 
based upon two scientific principles: (1) that we may 
move a key by the weight generated from the natural 
weight of the bones and muscles in our fingers, hands, 
and arms, augmented by the power produced through the 
contraction of the flexor muscles on the under side of 
the arm ; (2) we may produce a motion of the key by 
causing this contraction of the muscles to be swift or 
slow. Hence, touch is made up of two things—motion 
and weight. 
Now, this motion and weight may be combined in 
various degrees. The result is that there are two polar 
tendencies in touch. It is not so much the two special 
ways of striking the keys as you suggested, which are dis¬ 
tinctly different from each other, as that we can produce 
qualities of tone more or less distinct in two directions. 
Thus, if you employ considerable weight but very little 
motion, that is, if you produce the tone by bearing on 
the key slowly but very firmly, you get a peculiarly 
broad, sonorous, and sweet quality, which seems to be at 
once full and pure. This is what is known as the “ sing¬ 
ing tone,” or broad legato. But if using little weight of 
the finger you produce the tone by a quick, spasmodic, 
nervous jerk of the finger, the tone will have a certain 
stinging, ringing sound somewhat like the sharp, pecu¬ 
liar twang of the tuning fork. This is the sparkling or 
leggiero touch. Both are correct if used with judicious 
care and under the guidance of poetic feeling. Any 
really great performer must have them both at his com¬ 
mand, intermixing the tone-qualities just as he may feel 
that the phrase under consideration and treatment may 
demand. 
But I have not yet answered the question, shall you 
elevate the finger. First, here you at once shake the red 
rag before the irate quadruped. On this point some of 
the most diametrically-opposed schools of pianoforte 
playing find their first important divergence. The method 
taught by Deppe, that by Plaidy, that by Lebert, in our 
own times, and in the old days Kalkbrenner on the one 
side, Chopin on the other, or Clementi as over against 
Mozart in still an earlier generation—all of these differed 
as to the amount of elevation of the finger, as to the 
mode of producing it, and other questions of a like char¬ 
acter. Thus, some only elevate the finger a half inch as 
a preparation step. Some raise it from two to three 
inches, or as far as possible. 
Holding the finger poised at a very high point is pe¬ 
culiar to the Stuttgart school. Chopin’s ideas ran to the 
opposite extreme—scarcely any elevation whatever. As 
touching the matter of phrasing, it of course must be 
understood that whenever a staccato, either full or half— 
that is, represented by a pointed character or by a dot— 
is intended, you are supposed to leave the last part of 
the nominal time-value of the note as a virtual rest. If 
you see a quarter marked with a round dot, it is exactly 
the same as if it were printed before your eyes an eighth 
and an eighth rest; if you see a quarter with a pointed 
dot, it is precisely the same as if you saw a sixteenth 
note followed by a sixteenth and an eighth rest. Keep 
these two kinds of staccato and their exact arithmetical 
meaning and value of the notes always before your 
mind. 
To recur for a moment to the first question, I may say 
that some elevation of the finger, whether it be produced 
as in the Stuttgart method, by keeping the fingers ex¬ 
tremely elevated, or as in Plaidy and other methods, by 
elevating the finger from a point of contact with the 
key or near to it before each note, some elevation of the 
finger is desirable, in order to get the most momentum 
—that is, altitude and speed—so that the resistance of 
the keys may be overcome with certainty. The tone may 
be made without lifting the finger at all from the contact 
with the key, but in this case a great deal of care must 
be used that the tone be neither too harsh nor too weak ; 
but, on the contrary, if you start with the finger a little 
distance above the key, say from half an inch to an inch, 
you will get a prompt, ringing, and full reply from the 
key and wire of the pianoforte. 
Your second question, “In what position should the 
hand be?” again opens up a fruitful and fiery debate. 
The points about which difference of opinions exist are 
these: First, as to the knuckles—whether the second 
joint shall be flexed or not, some thinking the fingers 
should be held almost straight, others crooked and 
curved so that the tips of the fingers fall perpendicularly 
upon the keys, and there are not wanting some cranks 
who curve the fingers under so that the nails rattle upon 
the keys. Secondly, the metacarpal knuckles at the 
third joint of the fingers ; some elevate the fingers above 
the plane of the back of the hands so much as to make 
them stand up like curved claws and the knuckles ap¬ 
pear to be depressed. Others, again, keep so low a wrist 
that the knuckles appear to be convex upward. Thirdly, 
at the wrist various degrees of elevation are taught, 
some having the wrist so high that the whole width of 
the other hand could be put within the under side of the 
hand and the key, others holding the wrist almost ex¬ 
actly level, so that there is about an inch between the 
lower part of the hands and the key, others again de¬ 
pressing the wrist till exactly on a level or below the 
level of the keys. Again, fourth, in the lateral bend of 
the wrist some teach that it should be strictly enforced 
that it be curved outward, that is, that the part of the 
hand where the fifth and fourth fingers are should actually 
be convex toward the right in the right hand and toward 
the left in the left hand. In the fifth place, some teach 
that the elbows should be held very close to the body, 
and others that they be held out several inches to the 
right or the left, as the case may be. In the sixth place, I 
may say that there is not wanting an absurd exaggeration 
of the whole mechanical idea which is known asplaying 
with the shoulder blades, or the rotary method of piano 
playing. Thus you see that the wrangles between the 
allopathic, homoeopathic, and eclectic physicians are far 
distanced and outdone by the debates among piano 
teachers. 
I am often asked to state what my method of piano 
teaching may be, and in this day of labels, when people 
will pay four dollars a bottle for a little sweetened cider if 
it is only labeled champagne of the year one, I suppose 
it is necessary to label one’s method of teaching, but I 
do it rather dubiously and half humorously. So far as 
I know, my method of teaching is chiefly characterized 
by some of the marked peculiarities of Chopin’s system, 
and I strive constantly at all hazards and whatever else 
is attained to get a sweet tone and a ringing style. If 
you will not smile, I will say that my method is the 
Chopin melodious. Alas 1 I smile myself, for, after all, 
is anything more comical than the fondness of the human 
race for titles, whether in the political, social, or artistic 
life? I would say that the best position—that is, the 
best central or normal position—of the hand from which 
other deflections may be estimated is that which curves 
the fingers into a quadrant or quarter-circle, so that the 
tips stand upright upon the keys; the knuckles remain 
perfectly level, neither elevated nor depressed, the wrist 
curved slightly upward, and the hand a little outward 
—not, however, enough to give any restraint or tension to 
the muscles. As to the elbow, let it remain perfectly free, 
and either approach or recede from the body according 
as the notes are in the remote or neighboring portions of 
the keyboard. As to the shoulder-blades, using them 
seems to me sheer nonsense. 
I dare say we shall have yet a system of piano tech¬ 
nique in which we shall be taught that the whole art of 
playing piano consists in a dexterous rotation of the ver¬ 
tebrae of the spinal column. 
PIANO STUDIES. 
I am a self-instructed piano player, for I live in an 
out-of-the-way place, where conservatories are unknown 
and piano teaching unprofitable. Under the circum¬ 
stances I had great difficulty in finding out what was 
best for me to play and to avoid. Of course I practiced 
the scales, trills, and so on, but when I had mastered 
these the question was, what next? I consulted friends 
and books with this result:— 
Tausig greatly favored Clementi and Chopin whom, 
he said, were the only musicians that had written 
perfectly satisfactory studies. Practically, according to 
Tausig, one had only to practice the Gradus and Parnas- 
sam and Chopin’s 27 6tudes and he would be able to 
play anything. Chopin made all his pupils begin with 
Clementi's Preludes and Exercises, and he also strongly 
insisted on practicing Hummel and Bach’s fugues. 
Von Billow gives the following list: (1) Aloys 
Schmitt’s Op. 16 and Heller’s Op. 45; (2) Cramer and 
Czerny’s “ Daily Studies and School of Legato and 
Staccato,” and Heller’s Op. 46, 47 ; (3) Clementi’s 
“Gradus” (Tausig’s selection) with Moscheles’ Op. 70 
and Kullak’s “Octave School; ” (4) Henselt’s Studies 
with Haberbier’s “ Etudes poesus ” and Moscheles’ 
“Characteristic Studies;” (6) Chopin’s Studies and 
Preludes ; then the concert studies of Liszt and Rubin¬ 
stein. Von Biilow particularly favors Cramer’s Studies. 
The best and most recent list of pianoforte studies for 
those who have not the help of a teacher, appeared in 
the Musical Herald. It is as follows :— 
The pupil is supposed to have devoted a year or so to 
the rudiments. 
(1) Kohler, Op. 50; Bertini, Op. 100; Czerny, a 
selection from the “ fitudes de VMocifo.’ 
(2) . Bach, easy preludes; two-part inventions; Cle¬ 
menti, Preludes and Exercises; Cramer, a selection 
from Von Biilow’s “Selection of 60.” 
(3) Clementi, Tausig’s selection from the Gradus ad 
Parnassam ; Bach, Suites and Partilas ; Kullak, Octave 
School ; Moscheles, A Selection from Op. 70. 
(4) Bach, Forty-eight Fugues. 
(5) Chopin, Studies and Preludes ; Henselt, Studies. 
(6) The Concert Studies of Liszt, Rubinstein, Thal- 
berg, Doehler, Alkan, etc. 
Then, to equalize both hands, use Czerny’s “School 
of the Left Hand,” and Reinecke’s Op. 121 ; a set of 
studies entirely devoted to passages divided between the 
two hands. 
The information contained above may be stale and 
unprofitable to dwellers in big cities, but I compile it for 
ambitious amateurs in the desert, where no teachers 
abide, and if it prove useful I am more than satisfied. 
—A. Norman, in The Leader. 
In connection with the above clipping we would an¬ 
nounce that we have in preparation a series of graded 
piano studies and pieces by practical teachers. We hope 
to begin the series in our next issue with a list prepared 
by Mr. Arthur Foote, the widely known composer and 
teacher. Knowing the demand for such aids to piano 
teaching we have undertaken this work, hoping to give 
something practical and to the point.—[Editor Etude,] 
DONT’S. 
Don’t say you admire a piece of music when you do 
not comprehend it or appreciate its merits. 
Don’t denounce 
understand it. 
a composition because you fail to 
Don’t blame the composer if there is a hollow sound 
when your head and his music collide. 
Don’t forget that vanity is weakness, and that it makes 
people offensive. 
Don t be afraid to study harmony. 
Don’t be afraid to express your ideas either in tones 
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MUSICAL EXAMINATIONS. 
BY A. L. MANCHESTER. 
In a recent issue of the “ London Musical Times ” is 
an account of an examination which will give rise to some 
earnest cogitations upon the part of earnest musicians. 
The questions are supposed to be answered in three hours 
by first-year students. Notice the first question. Says 
the examiner: “ Write a full account of the music, in¬ 
struments, players, authors—supplying names and dates 
—of (a) The Egyptians, (6) Hebrews, (c) Assyrians, (d) 
Chinese, (e) Indians, (f) Romans, (p) Greeks. This 
question covers more ground than that upon which cer¬ 
tain authors have based entire volumes. It is plain that 
only a superficial answer could have been given or even 
expected. 
Among many other trifling requirements, this exam¬ 
ination demands, in answer to one question (number 5), 
all any one ever knew, or may hope to know, about 
oratorio, to give a full account of English composers of 
that century, naming works of each, and to write a full 
list of Handel’s forty-four operas and twenty-two ora¬ 
torios, supplying dates of each. This is hardly half of 
the work for this model examination paper, for it requires 
orchestral scoring for two pieces, minute analysis of 
form and scoring of Beethoven’s “ Fidelio ” overture, 
and a few more simple things of like character. 
To speak seriously, this worse than absurd paper only 
points out a tendency of modern times, namely to make 
a show on paper. 
To know the history, literature, and aesthetic form of 
music is certainly much to be desired. 
Further than this a more or less exhaustive acquaint¬ 
ance with musical mathematics, and the various phe¬ 
nomena of sound, will be of decided advantage to any 
musician ; but of what use the power to catalogue Han¬ 
del’s operas and oratorios, or a knowledge of the music 
of the Indians, Chinese, Assyrians, etc-, is to a first-year 
student of piano or singing, is surely problematic. 
Such examinations indicate that there must be some¬ 
thing wrong with the every-day work. Music pupils 
desire and need practical work. An intimate knowledge 
of Egyptian music will not make pianists or singers of 
them. The fault lies not in the examination itself but 
in the kind. 
Examinations are necessary, if we would gauge results, 
but the critical point is, what kind of examination. 
It is comparatively easy to prepare an examination 
paper which will startle one by its depth, etc., but it is 
not so easy a matter to produce an examination that will 
be equitable to both teacher and student. 
Such a paper demands the preparation of the student 
in the daily work done, the lessons of the term or year, 
as the case may be. That is to say, a true examination 
consists of true teaching as well as questioning. 
The trial of examination should bear only upon such 
subjects as have been thoroughly taught. 
The animus of the questions should be to test the 
knowledge of the student, estimate, by results, his 
powers of acquirement and determine his ability as to 
discernment and observation; but it should not be used 
to discover the examiner’s deep learning. This may 
incidentally appear with entire propriety, but it should be 
completely incidental. 
Then another phase of the question is, it should be 
practical. There is a tendency toward too much theoriz¬ 
ing. We have become very exhaustive in searching out 
the reasons why, and in consequence thereof too often 
forget that our students are not intended to be experi¬ 
mented upon, but that they desire us to give them prac¬ 
tical and useful information which will bring them, or 
help to bring them, to their desired goal. Our exam¬ 
inations very frequently reflect our theorizing propensi¬ 
ties. They are apt to consist of a series of questions 
which neither practically develop the students’ know¬ 
ledge of piano or organ playing, of singing or of com¬ 
position ; nor point out the way to the acquiring of such 
knowledge. There are too many catch questions. 
There is much in musical history, aesthetics, etc., which 
it is unnecessary for a student to know. A concise an¬ 
swer, clear, logical, and discriminating, to a practical 
question concerning the way, the how, and the why— 
aside from the actual demonstration—is worth all 
theories combined. 
The question of examinations is creating qnite a stir 
in England at present; for it seems that the College of 
Organists’ last fellowship examination developed a most 
lamentable ignorance among the associates of that in¬ 
stitution of the most elementary rules of harmony and 
counterpoint. Let the examinations, the passing of 
which—the query arises how did they pass them—con¬ 
stituted them associates of the College of Organists, fur¬ 
nish us with very imposing lists of questions and prob¬ 
lems to be solved. 
Examinations are thoroughly good things when the 
preceding work has been properly done and they are de¬ 
signed to help forward and upward the student rather 
than to puzzle him, and evidence a startling degree of 
scholarship upon the part of the examiner. 
More practice and less theory should be the watch¬ 
word. 
WHAT IS A CONSERVATORY? 
DOES A CONSERVATORY GIVE A BETTER MUSICAL EDUCA¬ 
TION THAN THE PRIVATE TEACHER? IP SO, WHY? 
BY CHARLES W. LANDON. 
The general fact that organization offers better facili¬ 
ties for superior results makes it possible to secure the 
most noted teachers and musicians—those of a broad 
outlook on art-life. 
The narrow-minded musician has no sympathy with, 
nor ability to combine and work harmoniously with, fel¬ 
low-artists. To work pleasantly with a corps of teach¬ 
ers, each member of a Conservatory faculty must neces¬ 
sarily have that self-confidence which is gained by 
knowing that he is superior in some specialty, and that 
he does not fear to compare work, ideas, and results 
with his peers. Therefore, it is only teachers of wide 
and established reputation that are secured to co-oper¬ 
ate as directors of departments. It thus is evident that 
in a Conservatory each branch is taught by a special¬ 
ist. 
Specialists, being superior and authorities upon their 
chosen branch, are a class of teachers who can give lec¬ 
tures and write acceptably upon their particular subjects. 
The fact that they are specialists implies that they are 
thinkers, investigators, and adepts in their departments 
of instruction, thus giving their pupils the best, newest, 
and most approved methods of instruction. When these 
become teachers, they can, when giving instruction, 
quote their own teachers as authorities, so giving their 
pupils full confidence in the ideas advanced. 
Conservatory graduates have a broad and all-around 
development, because they come in daily contact with 
so many superior and cultivated teachers, while the 
pupil of a private teacher is too often but a copy of his 
master. Human nature, as all know, is more prone to 
copy defects and peculiarities than it is to pattern after 
excellencies. How often pupils are known to be but 
imitators of their teacher, but in a good Conservatory 
pupils develop on broad lines rather than in single direc¬ 
tions. 
In the frequent musicales of a Conservatory the pupils 
play what they have learned. Here is a strong point, 
for when the pupil performs before his fellow-students, 
his teacher, and his friends, he feels the necessity of 
thoroughly working up his pieces. He will carefully 
practice every difficult passage till the piece goes well 
enough to be a credit to him and his teacher. His 
teacher, also, will and can exact a fine finish because 
of the pupil’s ambition and his own professional pride. 
Pupils greatly enjoy performing in musicales and con¬ 
certs, and the little nervousness felt is a stimulus rather 
than a hindrance. They like rather than dread it. The 
drill and discipline of such performing fully prepares 
them for a successful appearance before friends. By the 
way, do not pupils owe it to their parents and friends 
that they shall contribute of their skill to the making of 
home happy and pleasant with their music, instead of 
falling into the bad habit of saying: “ I can’t play be¬ 
fore listeners, for I am so very nervous ? ” By thus play¬ 
ing or singing they acquire that distinct charm of a good 
performance, repose, and confidence—confidence gained 
by improved powers, the repose acquired by experience. 
In frequent musicales given in Conservatories pupils hear 
and learn much that greatly improves taste and enthuses 
their interest. The finest music is here analyzed and 
described. 
The spirit of emulation and a lively ambition is also 
developed by hearing the playing and singing of other 
pupils, and still more by the incentive for study in secur¬ 
ing prizes and medals. And a still greater impulse for 
interest grows out of the idea of working directly 
toward a goal, toward graduating, and the securing of a 
diploma. 
The possession of knowledge is of itself invaluable, 
but it is like uncoined bullion. The diploma proves and 
defines the acquisitions of the pupil—puts the official 
stamp upon the bullion and converts it into coin. In 
other words, it gives a value to knowledge and makes it 
exchangeable. 
Those pupils who graduate have to give much atten¬ 
tion to the science and theory of music, and this in¬ 
creases their interest in musical studies. It may be here 
remarked that if the pupil is to become a musician as 
well as a performer, he must give a great deal of time to 
the science and aesthetics of his art. The fact that a 
Conservatory has a large number of pupils makes it 
possible for its teachers to give the necessary amount of 
time and attention to these indispensable parts of a broad 
musical education. Furthermore, the Conservatory em¬ 
ploying great artists can give the pupils the inestimable 
advantage of listening to their recitals. This of itself is 
almost furnishing a musical education. The pupil finds 
a model for his future endeavors and gains a refinement 
of taste. This, of course, is doubly true when the pupil 
has an artist for a teacher. 
It is a fact not generally known that some Conserva¬ 
tories have a larger call for graduate teachers than they 
can supply, and a Conservatory with a faculty of artist- 
teachers who have a national reputation offers to stu¬ 
dents who wish to enter music as a profession advantages 
that are not possible to be given by the isolated private 
teacher. Graduates of a well known and extensively- 
advertised Conservatory are sought for as teachers by 
communities, seminaries, and music schools, and when 
such graduates establish themselves as teachers, they at 
once gain the confidence and patronage of the public, 
for they have the diploma of their Conservatory, which 
brings with it the prestige and reputation of their Alma 
Mater. 
JUDICIOUS PRAISE. 
A well known musician and experienced teacher is 
said never to have praised a pupil. How far this has 
helped or hindered him in his work is a question upon 
which people may differ. We are inclined to the 
opinion, however, that he might have been more suc¬ 
cessful than he has been, had he occasionally given a 
word of encouragement when needed, and of praise 
when deserved. Certainly undue praise is fatal to any 
great achievement, of which the innumerable examples 
of young hopefuls who “ know it all ” give sorry proof. 
But there are students who require a word of commenda¬ 
tion as much as a flower requires sunshine. They will 
certainly fail without it. And many do fail who, with a 
little help in this way—that costs a teacher nothing— 
might reach the top round of the ladder. It is generally 
supposed that sensitiveness is an element in a weak 
nature. This is not so; sensitiveness belongs to the 
most beautiful characters, and a beautiful character 
cannot be a weak one. Power belongs to sunshine as well 
as lightning. And life, perfected, belongs to a blade of 
grass as well as to the oak. Sensitiveness to criticism 
and a great need of encouragement are misfortunes to 
the student who is so unfortunate as to be placed under 
the instruction of one who has neither the wish nor the 
ability to study the needs of his pupil. There are times 
when praise is needed, and it should be the teacher’s 
business to know the times and supply the need.—Do¬ 
minion Musical Journal. 
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FacUitel L' H' Sherwood 8 PlaI1° studies Scale de la 
A ns.—Because no reason exists why they should be. 
the general movement of these studies is sufficiently 
indicated by their title “La Facilite.” Some studies 
as well as many pieces possess a certain peculiarity of 
fitting best to some definite tempo. Others go about 
equally well while allowing a greater latitude to the 
executant’s own taste or degree of proficiency. It seems 
quite needless and rather pedantic to prescribe an 
exact tempo for the latter class. 
duertf'™ ‘°uld hke the name of some collection ofgood 
duetts, on the order of Loeschhorn’s op. 51, either bv 
one composer or more. I want standard music, but do 
not care for the duetts to be very showy or difficult as 
peoplere mtended t0 glve Pleasure to really musical 
F . ■ , , M. B. 8. 
Ans. Good duetts of this grade are not plenty. The 
editions of cheap classical music contain the most, but not 
everything in every volume is good. I will give a list of 
the most available ones. I only give number of edition 
as that will suffice for order or examination — 
Litolff edition, No. 1338, 1339, 1190; Peters’ edition, 
St ! ZZV1Ui0n’ 8542’ a’ b’ C’d’ (4 ro,s-)’ a, 
a, b, 6961; Steingraber edition, 375, 329 • B & H 
edition, 908. 
different ways. Under certain circumstances a change in 
the ordinary fingering of a scale will turn a very difficult 
passage into a comparatively easy one. In modern 
piano playing the thumb is used freely on the black 
keys, whether in scale or arpeggio passages when in¬ 
creased facility is to be gained by it. 
Damm’s School is undoubtedly right. The use of the 
small note arose as follows: The rules of counterpoint 
forbid the use of a dissonant on an accent unless it is a 
suspension. It was discovered, however, that the disso¬ 
nant had a better effect, if possible, when struck on the 
accent than at any other place ; but with the conserva¬ 
tism that is characteristic of musicians, and that fear of 
“authority” equally so, instead of boldly proceeding 
to write the dissonant they “sneaked” it in as a little 
modest note, an “ ornament” to the consonance follow¬ 
ing it. This method of writing is given up now entirely, 
all the later editions of the classics are printed in the 
modern way. When a small note is now used it is r 
a picture containing 250 or more small portraits of emi¬ 
nent musicians. They will be classified according to 
the school to which they belong. We will allow each 
subscriber an extra copy of this issue, for the purpose of 
gaining new subscribers. We would like to have the 
names of those wishing the extra copy in by November 
20. We cannot allow more than one extra copy of this 
valuable issue to each subscriber. The price for single 
copies of this issue will be 25 cents. 
as a “ grace note ; ” it may be consonant or dissonant, 
and has no definite value. 
PUBLISHER'S NGTES. 
The “Binder” for The Etude has met with great 
success. It has been especially manufactured for us, and 
will bind in excellent style twelve numbers of The Etude. 
The cost of these is $1.00 each, sent by mail, post-paid. 
Each binder has the name of the journal on the front 
and back of the folio. 
Q™8--/8 }l possible to become a proficient or sc 
comphshed pipe-organ player and at the same time 
retain a perfect touch on the piano ? In other words can 
one really be a success at both instruments? ’D 
Ans.—It is quite possible to be a success on both 
instruments, provided that the piano is learned first: in 
fact, the piano playing maybe improved by organ prac¬ 
tice, owing to the demand it makes for “clean” legato 
ouch. On the other hand, if the organ is studied first it 
seems to be hardly possible to afterward attain the 
necessary delicacy and elasticity demanded by the 
fnTL rem"ksare* of course> to be understood 
cases SMSei ^ ^ doubtle3s “any exceptional 
the first measure. It was aU written tn of 
glad of any information on the subject. ba [ be 
Ans.—During the last century this “alternating” 
time was frequently used and has of late been somewhat 
revived. It is generally written in alternate measures o 
three and two beats. In the case you mention ^ mark¬ 
ing of both time signatures at the beginning is therefore 
an error, as the measures do not alternate 
We shall very gladly send to any teacher our novelties. 
We propose sending out monthly packages of new pub¬ 
lications. These will contain the very best things we 
publish. It is understood that any of this music not 
used can be returned at the end of the season. We shall 
gladly send these instalments of new music to any one 
sending us their name and address. 
Landon’s Pianoforte .Method is a new instruction 
book for the pianoforte, in which the best approved re¬ 
cent ideas in teaching are incorporated in a practical 
form. There is no drudgery nor insurmountable diffi¬ 
culty in the book, but so carefully graded, and yet 
without being prolix, that the pupil is easily led on to 
superior results rapidly and most thoroughly. Young 
teachers will find the needed help at every point, old 
teachers will find the very things that they have been 
I waiting for all of these years. Pupils are interested in 
their study, and produce musical results and enjoy their 
study from the first lesson onward. Those of our pa¬ 
trons who have used Landon’s Reed Organ Method may 
rest assured that this new piano work is fully up to thei- 
expectations, and that it is a method that is superior in 
practical usefulness to anything hitherto issued. Send 
50 cents, and a copy will be sent when it is published. 
TESTIMONIALS, 
Mathews’ Graded Course of Piano Studies, Vol V ” 
now in press. To those who will send us their orders 
m advance, with cash, we will send the work for 25 
cents. The success of this course has been unprece- 
ented. Thousands of teachers are using it. This vol 
ume will contain the best set of studies, of this grade 
that it is possible to collect. 
ovlt third lS?° GermanS U8e tbe lett« “H for 
ANs.-The sound we call B flat was in olden times ret, 
resented by the letter k (which has been retained as the 
symbol for a flat). The sound we call B b was intro 
duced afterward, but as the name B was already „ 
pn,w a. a „r,H 
* o, Europe perceirel o ! 
rr - “• — 
0‘;s Ir1*' “"i*7 L“ 
would be the best plan? uIeTheP[hneS8H0r Sa'? ?es’ !t 
keys freely, like the other fingers 2 D °n t,heQb1‘ack 
says : Grace notes are an obsolete wn.I ““ 8 Scbooi 
or other notes, and wants them played^ilf Wnt"?g e‘ghths 
also gives half notes as grace notes bn^fol?'"ar no-tes ; 
like regular halves. Is that right ? * SUStamed 
Ans.—It is not possible to finger all scales alikl- ft is 
unquestionably a good thing to be able to finger seisin 
It would facilitate the work in the subscription de¬ 
partment if our subscribers would send in their renewal 
promptly. With the month of December many thou¬ 
sand subscriptions expire. If renewals could be sent in 
before the December issue is out, it would be a great 
saving of time in the work of that department. The out¬ 
look for The Etude has never been more promising 
In the next issue of The Etude we intend to inaugu- 
Thn * WiH be headed’ “Leading 
thoughts of Leading Musicians.” This will give writ¬ 
ings of the most prominent teachers in the United States 
and will be especially written for this journal. We have 
quite a number of prominent musicians who have already 
accepted the invitation to contribute regularly to this 
column. We hope to make this one of the greatest at 
tractions of the journal for 1893. 
LanMd°“ PLan0 Meth°d and Macdougall’s 
Studies in Melody Playing,” Vol. II,which we offered 
at special rates in last issue of The Etude, will be con¬ 
tinued during this month at the same rates, viz„ 50 cents 
for the former and 25 cents for the latter. Cash must 
accompany the order. The books will be sent as soon 
as published. These two works are of great importance 
to the profession The opportunity we now give is a rare 
one, and most all teachers are availing themselves of it. 
t will only be in force a very short time. Send in your 
orders at once if you wish to procure them at these prices. 
The December issue of The Etude will be very fine 
beto thaCtlVe' 14 W11 C°Dtain a suPPlement which will 
be worth many times the price of the journal. It will be 
Life Cand° HeodwgetoWSuccPeeed8 in6 L” M™‘: 
tSXUfi Aether Zl 
~ Thanking you^br your ffromptmessf &r 
Miss Mart A. Flynn 
1 think “ Mathews’ Graded Studies” fill „ place much 
, . def by teacherU also “Mason’s Touch and Tech- 
ic. I cannot recommend them too highly. Yours truly, 
Marie R. Sylvester. 
“ baV? carefully examined the fourth volume of 
wiS t thJTwilind TeAhnic’” and a“ 8° well pleased 
witn it tnat 1 will most heartily reeomrr end ,r 
professional friends and pupils as one of the most com- 
plete and practical methods of octave playing. 
DeWitt T. Parker. 
l?J„neVfr lose.,a °bance to recommend your house and 
Etude to pupils and friends. Have just sent your ad 
dress and notice of several of your publications to a 
music teacher in a western town. P “nations to a 
Miss Minnie B. Sale. 
I receiveil “ The School of,Four-Hand Playing, Grade 
I, and after a thorough examination I find ft to ho 
Sedo ?0“ reC°mmended’ aad Jnst wh« I was in 
Della E. Cox. 
. Tbe Mendelssohn *Songs Without Words” has 
nIed' A™ debgbted with the fine appearance of the 
set, and hope that they will meet with the 
so eminently deserve. Both Editor and Publish * j6y 
serve much credit. Fannie L Gwi^r 
SHSsSS 
sure the book will be very usefuf in church chofrs. 
E. N. Anderson. 
Part IV of “ Mason’s Touch and Technic ” to h* a 
.b,“ rssst r*-‘s 
them to several friends 1 ha Ve AtZuA 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Notices for this column insertp/t at , . 
payable in advance. Copy must be receiv^°rK f<!I0neinsertion' 
previous month to insure publicationVS?St^ufSb^°th °f the 
last year. Address f)ironfrt uV pupils enrolled 
Musicy Bloomington! JU We8‘eyan Col,ege 
cash, delivered. Write to H T PeLrso^n 601n $l '00 Ave., Chicago, Ill. Peterson, 603 Dearborn 
"A/TUSIC TEACHER WANTED_a 
M qualified. Address J. J. Jelly, Flndla^’ohio"6'1 
